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EXPLANATORY MEMORANDUM 

I. CONTEXT OF TilE PROPOSAL 

Reasons for and objectives of the proposal 

Ove1 the past years the Ell implemented a substantial reform of the financial services 
regulatory framework to enhance the resilience of t1nancial institutions in the EU, largely 
based on global standanls agreed with the EU's international partners. In particular, the 
reform package included Regulation (EU) No 575.'2013 (the Capital Requirements Regulation 
or CRR) and Directive 2013 136/EU (the Capital Requirements Directive or CRD), on 
prudential requirements for and supervision of institutions, Directive 2014.'59/EU (the Bank 
Recovery and Resolution Directive or BRRD), on recovery and resolution of institutions and 
Regulation (EU) No 806/2014 on the Single Resolution Mechanism (SRM). 

These rneasures were !(!ken in response to the financial crisis that unfolded in 2007·2008 and 
rdlcct internationally agreed standards. While the refonns have rendered the financial system 
more stable and resilient against many types of possible future shocks and crises, they do not 
yet comprehensively address all identified problems. The present proposals therefore aim to 
complete the rcJOnn agenda by tackling remaining weaknesses and implementing some 
outstanding elements of the reform that are essential to ensure the institutions' resilience but 
have only recently heen finalised by global standard setters (i.e. the Basel Committee on 
Banking Supervision (BCBS) and the Financial Stability Board (FSB)): 

a binding leverage ratio which will prevent institutions from excessively increasing 
leverage, e.g. to compensate fOr low prolitability; 

a binding net stable funding ratio (NSFR) which will build on institutions' improved 
funding protiles and estahlish a harmoniscd standard for how much stable. long·term sources 
of funding an institution needs to weather periods of market and funding stress. 

more risk sensitive own funds (i.e. capital) requirements for institutions that trade to 
an important extent in securities and derivatives which will prevent too much divergence in 
those requirements that is not based on the institutions' risk profiles; 

last but not least, new standards on the totalloss·absorbing capacity (TLAC) of global 
.'>ystemically important institutions (G-Slls) which will require those institutions to have more 
lo~s-absorbing and recapitalisation capacity, tackle intercmmections in the global financial 
markets and further strengthen the EU's ability to resolve failing G·Slls while minimising 
risks !Or taxpayers. 

The Commission recognised the need for further risk reduction in its Communication of 24 
November 2015 and committed to bring forward a legislative proposal that builds on the 
international agreements listed above. Such risk reduction measures will not only further 
strengthen the resilience of the European banking system and the markets' confidence in it, 
but will also provide the basis for further progress in completing the Ilanking Union. The 
need for further concrete legislative steps to be taken in terms of reducing risks in the 
linancial sector has been recognised also by the Eeofin Council Conclusions from 17 June 
~016. The Luropean Parliament resolution of 10 March 2016 on the Banking Union- Annual 
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Report 2015 also indicates some areas in the current regulatory framework that could be 
further addressed. 

At the same time, the Commission has considered the existing regulatory framework and the 
new regulatory developments at international level also against the background of broader 
challenges affecting the EU economy, especially the need to promote groMh and jobs at times 
of uncertain economic outlook. Various major policy initiatives, such as the Investment Plan 
for Europe (EFSI) and the Capital Markets Union have been launched in order to strengthen 
the economy of the Union. In order to ensure that regulatory measures interact smoothly with 
such policy initiatives, but also with broader recent reforms in the financial sector, the 
Commission carried out, on the basis of a call for evidence, a thorough holistic assessment of 
the existing financial services framework (including the CRR, CRD, BRRD and SRMR) and 
of the upcoming reviews of global standards from a wider economic impact perspective. 

After careful consideration of all interactions between dilferent EU policies, the Commission 
has decided to propose amendments of the CRR, CRD, BRRD and SRMR to implement 
outstanding international standards. The amendments represent a faithful implementation of 
international standards into European Union law, subject to targeted adjustments in order to 
reflect EU specificities and broader policy considerations. For instance. the predominant 
reliance on bank financing by EU small- and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) or for 
infrastructure projects prompts specific regulatory adjustments tl1at ensure institutions remain 
capable of funding such entities, which constitute the backbone of the single market. 
Furthennore, broader policy considerations require ensuring a smooth interaction with 
existing requirements, such as for central clearing and collateralisation of derh·atives 
exposures, or a gradual transition to some of the new requirements. Such adjustments are 
limited in terms of scope or time. Therefore, they do not impinge on the overall soundness of 
the proposals, which are aligned with the basic level of ambition of the international 
standards. 

Moreover, based on the call for evidence, the proposals aim at improving existing rules. The 
analysis of the Commission showed that the present framework can be applied in a more 
proportionate way, taking into account in particular the situation of smaller institutions where 
some of the current disclosure, reporting and complex trading book-related requirements 
appear not to be justified by prudential considerations. Also in the area of remuneration the 
Commission's analysis showed that, while in general the existing framework is useful and 
valid, some targeted adjustments should be proposed to cater for the problems encountered in 
the application of some of the rules in sma!l and non-complex institutions and towards stan· 
members with low variable remuneration. Furthermore, the Commission has considered the 
risk attached to loans to SMEs and for funding infrastructure projects and found that for some 
of those loans, it would be justified to apply lower own funds requirements than are applied at 

present. Accordingly, the present proposals will bring conections to these requirements and 
will enhance the proportionality of the prudential framework for institutions. Thereby, the 
ability of institutions to finance the economy will be enhanced without impinging on the 
stability of the regulatory framework. 

Consisten(!y with existing policy provisions in the policy area 

The reviews of several elements of the CRD and CRR were envisaged since the inception of 
those legal instruments, whilst other adaptations of the financial regulatory framework are 
necessary in light of subsequent developments, such as the adoption of the BRRD, the 
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establishment of the Single Supervisory Mechanism and the work undertaken by the 
European Banking Authority (ERA) and on intemationallevcl. 

The propo~al introduces amendments to the existing legislation and renders it fully consistent 
v.ith the existing policy provisions in the field of prudential requirements for institutions, their 
supel'vision and recovery and resolution framework. 

Consistency with other Union policies 

Four years after the European Heads of State and Governments agreed to create a Banking 
Union, two pillars of the Banking Union -- single supervision and resolution - are in place, 
resting on the solid foundation of a single rulebook for all EU institutions. While important 
progress has been made, further steps are needed to complete the Bankillg Union, including 
the creation of a single deposit guarantee scheme. 

The rcvicw of the CRR and the CRD is part of risk reducing measures that would facilitate the 
introduction of the European Deposit Insurance Scheme (EDJS), but is also aimed at ensuring 
a continued single rule book for all EU institutions, whether inside or outside the Banking 
Union. The overall objectives of this initiative, as described above, are fully consistent and 
coherent with the EU's fundamental goals of promoting financial stability, reducing the 
likelihood and the extent of taxpayers' support in case an institution is resolved as well as 
contributing to a harmonious and sustainable financing of economic activity, which is 
conducive to a high level of competitiveness and consumer protection (Article 169 TFEU). 

'I hcse overall objectives are also in line with the objectives set by other major EU initiatives, 
as described above. 

2. U:GAL OASIS, SUHSllliARITY AND PROPORTIONALITY 

Legal basis 

I he proposed amendments are built on the same legal basis as the legislative acts that are 
being amended, i.e. Article 114 TFEU for the proposal for a regulation amending CRR and 
Article 53( 1) TFEU for the proposal tOr a directive amending CRD IV. 

Subsidiarity (for non-exclusive competence) 

The objectives pmsucd by the proposed measures aim at supplementing already existing EU 
legislillion and can therefore best be achieved at EU level rather than by different national 
initiatives. National measures aimed at e.g. reducing institutions' leverage, strengthening their 
stable funding and trading book capital requirements would not be as effective in ensuring 
financial stability as EU rules, given the freedom of institutions to establish and provide 
services in other Member States and the resulting degree of cross-border service provision, 
capital llows and market integration. On the contrary, national meilsures could distort 
competition and artCct capital flows. !vtoreover, adopting national measures would be legally 
challengin~. given that the CRR already regulates banking matters, including leverage 
requirements (reporting), liquidity (specifically the liquidity coverage ratio or LCR) and 
trading book requirements. 
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The amendment of the CRR and CRD is thus considered to be the best altemativc striking the 
right balance between the single rules for banks and maintaining national flexibility. such as 
on some macro prudential measures, for competent authorities to address risks to financial 
stability. Therefore the amendments would further promote a uniform application of 
prudential requirements, the convergence of supervisory practices and ensure a level playing 
field throughout the single market for banking services. These objectives cannot be 
sufficiently achieved by Member States alone. This is palticu!arly impottant in the banking 
sector where many banks operate across the EU si11gle market. Full cooperation and trust 
within the single supervisory mechanism (SSM) and within the colleges of super\'isors and 
competent authorities outside the SSM is essential for banks to be effectively supervised on a 
consolidated basis. National rules would not achieve these objectives. 

Proportionality 

Proportionality has been an integral part of the impact assessment accompanying the proposal. 
Not only have all the proposed options in different regulatory fields been individually 
assessed against the proportionality objective, but also the lack of proportionality of the 
existing rules has been presented as a separate problem and specific options have been 
analysed aiming at reducing administrative and compliance costs for smaller institutions (see 
sections 2.9 and 4.9 of the impact assessment). 

Choice of the instrument 

The measures are proposed to be implemented by amending the CRR and the CRD through a 
Regulation and a Directive, respectively. The proposed measures indeed refer to or develop 
further already existing provisions inbuilt in those legal instruments (liquidity. leverage, 
remuneration, proportionality). 

As regards the new FSB agreed standard on TLAC, it is suggested to incorporate the bulk of 
the standard into the CRR, as only a regulation can achieve the necessary tmiform application, 
much in the same way as the existing risk-based own funds requirements. Shaping prudential 
requirements in the form of an amendment to the CRR would ensure that those requirements 
will in fact be directly applicable to G-SIIs. This would prevent Member States from 
implementing diverging national requirements in an area where full harmonisation is desirable 
in order to prevent an un-level playing field. Fine-tuning of the current legal provisions within 
the BRRD will however be necessary to make sure that the TLAC requirement and the 
minimum requirement on own funds and eligible liabilities (MREL) are fully coherent and 
consistent with each other. 

The proposed CRD amendments affecting proportionality would leave Member States with a 
certain degree of flexibility to maintain divergent rules at the stage of their transposition into 
national law. It would give Member States the option of imposing stricter rules on matters 
which are not fully harmonised. 

3. RESULTS OF EX-POST EVALUATIONS, STAKEHOLDER 
CONSULTATIONS AND IMPACT ASSESSMENTS 

Stakeholder consultations 
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The Commission carried out various initiatives in order to assess whether the existing 
prudential lfamework and the upcoming reviews of global standards were the most adequate 
instruments to ensure prudential objectives for EU institutions and also whether they would 
continue to provide the necessary funding to the EU economy. 

In particular. the Commission launched in July 2015 a public consultation on the possible 
impact of the CRR and the CROon bank financing oft he EU economy with a particular focus 
on the financing or SMEs and of infrastructure and in September 2015 a Call for Evidence 
(CIE) covering Ell financial legislation as a whole. The two initiatives sought empirical 
evidence and concrete feedback on i) rules affecting the ability of the economy to finance 
itself and growth, ii) unnecessary regulatory burdens, iii) interactions, inconsistencies and 
gaps in the rules, and iv) rules giving rise to unintended consequences. In addition, the 
Commission carried out specific analyses on rules relating to remuneration and on the 
proportionality of the rules contained in the CRR and the CRD. Finally, the Conunission 
contracted a study to assess the impact of the CRR on the bank linancing of the economy. 

All the initiatives mentioned above have provided clear eviden~;e of the need to update and 
complete the current rules in order i) to reduce further the risks in the banking sector and 
thereby reduce the reliance on ~tate aid and taxpayers' money in case of a crisis, and ii) to 
enhance the ability of institutions to channel adequate funding to the economy. 

Annexes 1 and 2 of the impact assessment provide a summary of the consultations, reviews 
and reports. 

impact assessment 

The impact assessment has been discussed with the Regulatory Scrutiny Board on 7 
September 2016. The Regulatory Scrutiny Board issued a positive opinion on 27 September 
2016. The proposal is <~ccompanied by the impact assessment. The proposal remains 
consistent with the Impact Assessment. 

Impact As~essment accompanying the proposal [insert a link] 

Opinion of the Regulatory Scrutiny Board {insert a link] 

Regulatory fitness and simplification 

The retention of simplilicd approaches to calculate own funds requirements would ensure 
continued proportionality of the rules for smaller institutions. Furthennore, the additional 
measures to increase proportionality of some of the requirements (related to reporting. 
disclosure and govenumce) should decrease the administrative and compliance burden for 
those institutions. 

As far as SMEs are concerned, the proposed recalibration of the own funds requirements for 
bank exposures to St\·1Es is expected to have a positive effect on bank financing of SMEs. 
This would primarily atkct S:VJEs which currently have exposures beyond €1.5 million as 
these exposures do not benefit from the S:\1E Supporting Factor under the existing rules. 
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Other proposed options in the impact assessment, pmticular!y those aimed at improving 
resilience of institutions to future crises, are expected to increase sustainability of lending to 
SMEs. 

Finally, measures aimed at reducing compliance costs for institutions, in particular the smaller 
and Jess complex institutions, are expected to reduce borrowing costs for SMEs. 

On the third country dimension, the proposal will enhance the stability of Ell financial 
markets thereby reducing the likelihood and costs of potential negative spill-overs for global 
financial markets. Moreover, the proposed amendments will further ham1onise the regulatory 
framework throughout the Union thereby reducing substantially administrative costs for third 
country institutions operating in the EU. 

In view of the ongoing review of the investment firms under the CRR and in light of the 
initial report delivered by EBA, it is considered reasonable that the newly introduced 
requirements apply only to systemically relevant investment fim1s, whilst other investment 
finns are grandfathered until the completion of the review. 

The proposal is consistent with the Commission's priority for the Digital Single Market. 

Fundamental rights 

The EU is committed to high standards of protection offundamental rights and is signatory to 
a broad set of conventions on human rights. In this context, the proposal is not likely to have a 
direct impact on these rights, as listed in the main UN conventions on human rights, the 
Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union, which is an integral pm1 of the EU 
Treaties and the European Convention on Human Rights (ECHR). 

4. BUDGETARY!MPLICATIONS 

The proposal includes a legislative financial statement indicating the additional resources 
required for the EDA to conduct reviews as well as to issue further technical standards and 
guidelines. In addition, the EBA will need to organise bilateral and multilateral meetings with 
stakeholders, conduct analysis and assessment of options and drafting of consultation 
documents, issue public stakeholder consultations, set up and manage standing expert groups 
composed of supervisors from Member States as well as ad hoc expert groups composed of 
market participants and representatives of investors, analyse responses to consultations. 
conduct cost-benefit analyses and draft: legal texts. 

5. OTHER ELEMENTS 

Implementation plans and monitoring, evaluation and reporting arrangements 

It is expected that the proposed amendments will start entering into force in 2019 at the 
earliest. The amendments are tightly inter-linked with other provisions of the CRR and the 
CRD, which are already in effect since 2014. · 

The BCBS and the EBA will continue to collect the necessary data for the monitoring of the 
leverage ratio and the new liquidity measures in order to allow for the future impact 
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evaluation of the new policy tools. Regular supervisory review and evaluation programmes 
tSREPs) and stress testing exercises will also help monitoring the impact of the new proposed 
measmes upon affected institutions and assessing the adequacy of the flexibility and 
propottionolity provided for to cater for the specificities of smaller institutions. Additionally, 
the Commission services will continue to participate in the working groups of the BCBS and 
the joint task force established by the European Central Bank (ECB) and by EBA, that 
monitor the dynamics of institutions' own funds and liquidity positions, globally and in the 
EU. respectively. 

The set of indicators to monitor the progress of the results stemming from the implementation 
of the preferred options consists of the following: 

~
On_NS!'!{e_ _ ~--- ~--- _ -------~ _ 1 

nd1cator NSFR lor EU mstl\uttons I 

iargci - - - As~~~te~ ~~pl~~;10n~ 99;o-of ms\1\UIIOns takmg ;art to I 
the EBA Basel Ill momtormg exercise meet the NSFR at 100% 

j ! {65°ro ot group I and 89% of group 2 cred1t mstttut10ns meet thcj 

t~~u~:~c-·of_~~~-----~G~!~~:s~::~~:·:f~:;.~::l~;,~::~it~~-r~~~rt;-·~--=---=~--~ 
O"levomoo-'"!!<>'_1~---~-··~·-··-·-·-· ----· ~ 
_ln~!_c!!l!;_____ -·-· i L_~vc~~~io !Or EU_ insti_~utioi)_S ~--···--··--

!
Target [ As of the date of application, 99% of group 1 and group 2 credit 

I institutions have a leverage ratio of at least 3% (93,4% of group I 
______ ... _. ·-- -t-!-institutions met the target as_ of Jl}_ne 2Q.!2L_ --·--···--

• Source~! d_a_!.!!_ j_se~i-an_~!lal -~~~ __ Base.I.J!!_~10nitoring_.!_~Ports _______ _j ------ -- -- -

On Si\1Es 
c-·--·~··----···1----~··---·~···-- ----·· ·-· .. ···- ··---.-, 
' lndicalol" Financing gap to SMEs in the EU, i.e. difference between the ! 

need fo~--~~~~nal funds ~nd the avai~abili~y__Q[_fu.nds __________ ~ 

Target As of two years after the date of application, < 13% (last knO\m .! 

1 S."._"-_'.c; of d-···-··--... -_ ~o:::,;: J~:::::~n 
2

t
0

~~m~~~~ ~~ntc~; B~~~ ~;;-FE Su;voy i 
L __ .Jdat.~ cov~_!~<£ lim_it_ed to __ t_hc C_!.lro a~_ -----.-----·_] 

OnTLAC: 

(;::~:.;:; ;~1JJA~~o~~~~~;~!;. ,;,~t~et (~ 16% of mk wei~htod ~sets 11 

I ~- {RWA)/6% of the lever.age ratio cxpo·s·ure measure (LREM) as of r: . _.79 1_9, > l~0'o ~ WA/6.'~5!?_!-RE~-1 as of 2Q.?..?_L·---·-- -I 
t.i~~r~~~ ~~;t~-·=- _ Scmi-~nnual EBA _J?asc_l_!!! monilor~n_IL':9?Q~--------_j 
On traUin_g_ book: r···- --··- ····--·----~---

L!!l~.i_rat~r _____ ___l_B.WA __ ~·or ~arket risks for -~U institutions_ --~J 
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Observed v.ariabi!it.y of .ris.k·weighted asset; o~---~.~;;;~~;~~-~ 
~~--·t"~n'"folios apQ!yl~_g_the i~~~L!'!.l_~~!§-~P:proach. ____ ·----1 

Targtt · As of 2023, all EU institutions meet the own funds 1 

requirements for market risks under the finn! calibration adopted 
in the EU. 

-As of2021, unjustifiable variabiHty (i.e. variability not driven 
by differences in underlying risks} of the outcomes or the 
internal models across EU institutions is lower than the current 
variability" of the internal models across EU institutions. 

'Refer(nce vallll!S for the "current var!~bilily" of \'aluc·iil·ri~l; {VaR) m\i:l illtrC!I'IC!lla\ 
risl; ~barg~ (lRC) require<M~I~ should be those cstimat~d b~· th~ tat<.'S{ EfiA "ltqmrJ mt 
variabHity of Ris~ Weighted Asset~ for Mnrket Rl~k Ponflllios". c~lctl!~l~d f11r 
nggrcgated ponfoliO$. ptJblish~d before til~ entry into (wee of t!w nrt• ltm<hl.'! ri>l.. 

-------P''~'==.,..~~'l~------~------------~-----------~-----
So-urce of data Semi-annual EBA Basel m monitoring reports 

! EBA Report on variability of Risk Weighted Assets for Market 
Risk Portfolios. New values should be calculated according to 

L~--~-~--'__!_h_t::_~~~e methodology. -~-~-~~----
On remuneration· 
='"'~·==~,.---------- ---1 

f
!~dlcato!:.______ Use of deferral and pay-out in instrU~!?,~l_t_~ .. ~}'-~J~s_qtutio~ __ _J 

Target As of 2019, 99% of institutions that are not small and non-

1 

complex, in line with the CRD requirements, defer at !east 40% 
of variable remuneration over 3 to 5 years and pay 0111 at leflst 

~ 
50% of variable remuneration in instmments with respect to tl1eif I 
identified staff with material levels of.va!iable ~e_!.l!_l}_9_n; __ . ___ j_ 

Source of data EBA remuneration be.nchmarkin_g_~o-~--~-------~-

rO,_n ,.r,o ""o.,_,rt,io,naj>~·~ ______ --~-~- --
1 

Indicator ~ Reduced burden from supervtsorz: repg_r!!_n_g ancL~~closu!£_~~1 

Target ---- :~~e~f smaller and les_s_c_o_m_p_l_ex_'_"_"_''_"_"_o'_'~~:_r_o~_:~~uced I 
Sou~e of data _ Surve> to be developed and conducte~E~t. br__ 2022 • 2023J 

The evaluation of the impacts of the proposed options will be done five years after the date of 
application of the proposed measures on the basis of the methodology agreed befOre 
launching the evaluation, The methodology could be developed for individual options or a set 
of interlinked options depending on the circumstances present be tOre launching the evaluation 
and depending on the output of monitoring indicators, 

Compliance and enforcement will be ensured on an ongoing basis including lhrough the 
Commission launching infringement proceedings for lack of lrans_pos!tion or for inconect 
transposition or application of the legislative measures. Reporting of breaches of EU law can 
be channelled through the European System of Financial Supervision (ESFS), including the 
national competent authorilies and EBA, as well as through the ECB. EBA will also continue 
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publishing its regular reports of the Basel m monitoring exercise on the EU banking system. 
This excl"cise tnonitors the impact of the Base! lH requirements (as implemented through the 
CRR and the CRO) on EU institutions in particular as regards institutions' capital ratios (risk· 
based and notHisk-based) and liquidity ratios (LCR, NSFR). It is run in parallel wi!h the one 
conducted by the BCBS. 

Clear, consistent and harmonised criteria for identifying small and non-complex institutions 
as we!! as low levels of variable remuneration arc necessary to ensure supervisory 
~,:on\'ergence and to foster a level-playing field for institutions and an adequate protection of 
depositors, invest0rs and consumers acmss the Union. It would be efficient and appropriate to 
entrust EBA with the elaboration of draft regulatory technical standards specifying these 
criteria, for submission to and adoption by the Commission. 

Detailed t'lpJanation of fhe !ipecific provisions of the proposal 

l:XEo\li'Tf.O f.NliTlfS 

A1tkle 2(5} of the CRD is amended to add institutions in Croatia thai were exempted from the 
applkution of the CRD and the CRR via the Accession Treaty. 

Public development bon\.;s and c1·edit unions in certain Member States are already exempted 
from th.: CRD-CRR regn!atmy framework. To ensure a level playing field, all Member States 
should be able to benelit from the possibility of allowing such types of entities to operate only 
under notional regulatory safeguards commensurate with the risks that they incur. To this end, 
the Commission has committed in its Action Plan on Building a Capital Markets Union of 30 
S~:ptember 2015, to exp!ore the possibility for alt Member States to authorise credit unions 
whieh operate outsid~;: the EU's capital requirements framework for banks. In line with such 
cmnmitmcnts and, at the request ()f The Netherlands, credit unions in The Netherlands ore 
also induded on the list of institutions in Article 2(5) of the CRO, Furthem1ore, to facilitate 
the exemption from the CRD-CRR regulatory framework of institutions in other Member 
States that are similar to t!Je ones already included in the list, Articles 2(5a) and 2(5b) are 
added to th~ CRD. These Articles empower the Commission to exempt specific institutions or 
categories of institutions from the CRD, provided that they comply with dearly defined 
criterio. Such new exemptions may only be done on a case-by-case basis for public 
devdopmem-lype of banks or fo1· the entire credit union sector of a Member State. 

Pnragraph 2 of Altide 9 is amended to better frame the exceptions to the prohibition in 
paragraph I. It is, !hen.,fote, clarified that the taking of deposits or repayable funds from the 
public will not be subjet1 to the CRD and CRR \Vhcre it is an activity subject to other Union 
law or it faits within \he exception in Article 2(5) of the CRD, thus removing the ambiguity in 
the c:unent wording. 

PILLAR 2 CAYITAL H£Ql"IR£MENTS AND Gl!IDANCE 

!"he current wording or rules concerning additional capital requirements set by competent 
authmities according to At1idc 104 allows for different interpretations of the cases in which 
those requirements may be imposed and the way such requirements position themselves in 
relation to the minimnm capita! requirements set out in Article 92 of the Capital Requirement 
Regulation (CRR) .~md the combined buffer requirement (Article 128). These diverse 
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interpretations have resulted in substantially different amounts of capital imposed on 
individual institutions across Member States and in different triggering points for the 
restrictioi1s on distribution provided for in Article 141. Moreover, the current text is silent on 
the possibility for competent authorities to communicate their expectations for institutions to 
have own funds in excess of the minimum capital requirements, additional own funds 
requirements and the combined buffers requirement. The amended Article 104 lists the 
possibility to impose additional own funds requirements amongst other competent authorities' 
powers. A new Article l 04a clarifies the conditions for setting additional own funds 
requirements and emphasises the institution·specific nature of those requirements. A new 
Article l04b is added to spell out the main features of capital guidance and Article I 13 is 
amended to provide that capital guidance should also be dealt with in the framework of 
colleges of supervisors. A new Article 140a is inserted to better clarify, tbr the purposes of 
restrictions on distributions, the relation between the additional own funds requirements. the 
minimum own funds requirements, the o\vn funds and eligible liabilities requirement, the 
MREL and the combined buffers requirement (so called "stacking order"). Finally, Article 
141 is amended to reflect the stacking order in the calculation of the maximum distributable 
amount. 

PILLAR 2 REPORTING AND DISCLOSURE 

To provide for a more proportionate Pillar 2 reporting and disclosure regime, the proposal 
amends points Q) and (I) of Article 104(1) of the CRD to set out the precise grounds on which 
competent authorities will be entitled to use the supervisory powers referred to therein. 

CONFINING THE SUPERVISORY REVIEW AND EVALl'ATION PROCESS (SREP) AND Pll.tAR 2 
TO MICRO-PRUDENTIAL PURPOSES 

Recent experience has shown that there would be merit in a clearer delineation of the areas of 
responsibility between competent and designated authorities. This applies notably to the 
supervisory review and evaluation process (SREP) and the conesponding supervisory 
requirements. Competent authorities are responsible for the SREP and the imposition of 
corresponding institution-specific supervisory requirements (so·called Pillar 2 requirements). 
In this context, they may also evaluate systemic risk stemming from a specific institution and 
could address such risk by imposing supervisory requirements to this institution. The use of 
Pillar 2 measures may in this context undermine the effectiveness and efficiency of other 
macro·prudential instruments. Against this background, the proposal provides that the SREP 
and corresponding supervisory requirements should be confined to a purely micro· prudential 
perspective. Articles 97, 98, 99 and 105 are amended accordingly. Article l 03 is deleted and a 
clarification is included in the new Article l 04a(J) providing tl1at additional own funds 
requirements referred to in point (a) of Article 104 shaH not be imposed to cover macro· 
prudential or systemic risk. 

INTRODUCING A MODIFIED FRAMEWORK FOR IIHEREST RATE RISK 

Following developments at international level on the measurement of interest rate risks. 
Articles 84 and 98 of this Directive and Article 448 of the CRR are amended in order to 
introduce a revised framework for capturing interest rate risks lOr banking book positions. 
The amendments include the introduction of a common standardised approach t!Jat institutions 
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might usc to capture these risks or that competent authorities may require the institution to use 
when the systems developed by the institution to capture these risks are not satisfactory, 
improved outlier test and disclosure requirements. In addition, the EBA is mandated, in 
Article 84 of the CRD, to elaborate the details of the standardised methodology with regard to 
the criteria and conditions that institutions should follow to identify, evaluate, manage and 
mitigate interest rate risks. The EBA is also mandated, in Article 98 of the CRD, to define the 
six: supervisory shock scenarios applied to interest rates and the common assumption that 
institutions have to implement for the outlier test. 

FI:>~ANCIAL IIOLDING COMPANIES. MIXED FINANCIAL HOLDING COMPANIES 

New provisions me introduced and adjustments are made to several Articles in the CRD-CRR 
in order to bring financial holding companies and mixed financial holding compnnies directly 
in the scope of the EU prudential framework. An authorisation requirement is introduced 
along with direct st~pervisory powers over fmancia\ holding companies and mixed financial 
holding companies (Article 2\a of the CRD). Article II of the CRR is amended to clarify that 
• where requirements arc applied on a consolidated basis at the level of such holding 
companies· it will be the holding company which is directly responsible for compliance, not 
the institutions that are subsidiaries of such holdings. The determination of the consolidating 
supervisor in Article Ill of the CRD and Articles 13 and 18 of the CRR arc adjusted to 
rct1ed direct responsibility of the tinancia\ holding companies or mixed fmancial holding 
\:Ompanies. 

RE,,1l1NERATION 

As required under Article I 6 1(2) of the CRD, the Commission has reviewed the efficiency, 
implementation und enforcement ofthe CRD remuneration rules. The findings of this review, 
rcllected in the Commission Report COM(2016) 510, were overall positive. 

The review however showed that some of the rules, namely the rules on deferral and pay-out 
in instruments, are not workable for the smallest and least complex institutions and for staff 
with low vari<tble remuneration. The review also showed that the proportionality wording 
retlccted in Article 92(2) of the CRD has been interpreted in different ways, leading to an 
uneven implementation or the rules in the Member States. A targeted amendment is therefore 
proposed to cater lOr the problems encountered in the application of the rules on deferral and 
pay-out in instruments in small and non-complex institutions and towards staff members with 
low variable remuneration. 

The amendments concerning provisions on remuneration also aim to address another need for 
more proportional rules identified by the Commission's review by allowing listed institutions 
to use share-linked instruments for meeting the CRD requirements. 
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Proposal for a 

DIRECTIVE OF THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT AND OF THE COUNCIL 

amending Directive 2013/36/EU as regards exemptions, financial holding companies, 
mixed financial holding companies, supervisory measures and powers and capital 

consen·ation measures 

{Text with EEA relevance) 

THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT AND THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN UNION, 

Having regard to the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union, and in particular 
Article 53(1) thereof, 

Having regard to the proposal from the European Commission, 

After transmission of the draft legislative act to the national parliaments. 

Having regard to the opinion of the European Economic and Social Committee1
, 

Having regard to the opinion of the Committee of the Regions2
, 

Acting in accordance with the ordinary legislative procedure, 

Whereas: 

(1) Directive 20!3/36/EU of the European Parliament and of the Council of29 June 2013 
on access to the activity of credit institutions and the prudential supervision of credit 
institutions and investment firms, amending Directive 2002/87/EC and repealing 
Directives 2006/48/EC and 2006/49/EC3 and Regulation {EU) No 575/2013 of the 
European Parliament and of the Council of26 June 2013 on pl'uden!ial requirements 
for credit institutions and investment firms and amending Regulation (EU) No 
648/20li have been adopted in response to the financial crises that unfolded in 2007-
2008. These legislative measures have substantially contributed to strengthening the 
financial system and render institutions more resilient to possible future shocks. 
Although extremely comprehensive, these measures did not address all identified 
weaknesses affecting institutions. Also, some of the initially proposed measures have 
been subjected to review clauses or have not been sufficiently specified to allow /Or 
their smooth implementation. 

(2) Thls Directive aims to address issues raised in relation to provisions that proved not to 
be sufficiently clear and have therefore been subject to divergent interpretations or !hilt 
have been found to be disproportionate for certain in.stitutions. It also contains 
adjustments to Directive 2013/36/EU that are necessary following either the adoption 

OJ C( ... j,[ ... J,p.[ ... ) 
OJC[ ... j,[ ... ),p.l ... l. 
OJ L 176of27.6.20f3,p.3J8 
OJ L 176,27.62013, p.l 
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of othe1 relevant Union legislation, such as Directive 2014/59/EU of the European 
Parliament and of the Council of 15 May 2014 establishing a framework for the 
recovery and resolution of credit institutions and investment firms and amending 
Council Directive 82/891/EEC, and Directives 2001/24/EC, 2002/47/EC, 2004/25/EC, 
2005/56/EC. 2007/36/EC, 201\/35/EU, 2012/30/EU and 20l3/36!EU, and Regulations 
(I:U) No \09312010 and (EU) No 648/2012, of the European Parliament and of the 
Council' or the changes proposed in parallel to Regulation (EU) No 575/2013. Finally, 
the amendmel\IS proposed better align the current regulatory framework to 
intemationa\ developments in order to promote consistency and comparability among 
jurisdictions. 

(3) Financial holding companies, mixed financial holding companies can be parent 
undertakings of banking groups and the application of prudential requirements is 
envisaged on the basis of the consolidated situation of such holding companies. As the 
institution controlled by such holding companies may not always comply with the 
requirements on a consolidated basis, it is consistent with the scope of consolidation 
that tinancia\ holding companies and mixed fmancia\ holding companies are brought 
under the direct scope of banking regulation 

( 4) I\ specitic authorisation procedure is therefore necessary, as well as supervision by the 
competent authorities. This will ensure that consolidated prudential requirements are 
complied with directly by the holding company, which will not be subject to 
prudential requirements applied on a solo level. The rules on the designation of the 
consolidated supervisor should be adapted accordingly. 

(5) Directive 2013/16/EU of the European Parliament and of the Council of26 June 2013 
requires competent authorities to ensure that institutions comply with a number of 
principles when establishing and applying their total remuneration policies. 

(6) Commission report COM(2016) 510 of 28 July 2016 sho\\o-ed that, when applied to 
small and non-complex institutions, some of the principles, namely the requirements 
on dethral and pay-out in in'ltruments set out in Article 94(1) (\)and {m) of Directive 
201 3136/EU, arc too burdensome and not commensurate with their prudential benefits. 
Similarly. it was found that the cost of applying these requirements exceeds their 
prudential ben.etils in the case of staff with low levels of variable remuneration, since 
such levels of variable remuneration produce little or no incentive for staff to take 
excessive risk. Consequently, while all institutions should in general be required to 
apply all the principles toward;; all of their staff whose professional activities have a 
material impact on their risk profile, it is necessary to exempt in the Directive small 
and non-complex institutions and staff with low levels of variable remuneration from 
the principles on deferral and pay-out in instruments. 

(7) Clear, consistent and harmonised criteria for identit)'ing small and non-complex 
institutions as well as low levels of variable remuneration are necessary to ensure 
supervisory convergence and to foster a level-playing field for institutions and an 
adeqltatc protection of depositors, investors and consumers across the Union. It would 
be efticient and appropriate to entrust EBA with the elaboration of draft regulatory 
technical standards specifying these criteria, for submission to and adoption by the 
Commission. 

OJ l. I?J, \:!.6.101,1, p. 190 
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Directive 2013/36/EU of the European Parliament and of the Council of26 June 2013 
requires the.t a substantial ponion, and in any event at least 50%, of any variable 
remuneration, con!tist of a balance of shares of (t.quivalenl ownership intere5ts, sltbject 
to the legal structure of !he institution concerned. or share~linked instruments or 
equivalent non~cash instruments, in the case of a non-listed institution; <~nd. ""'her~ 
possible, of altemative tier I or tier 2 instruments which meet certain conditions. This 
principle limits the use of share-linked instruments to nmdisted institutions and 
requires listed institutions to w>e shares, Commission report COM(20J6) 510 of 28 
July 2016 found that the use of shares can lead to <!onsiderable administrative burdens 
and costs for listed institutions. At the same time, equiv;llent prudential benefits can be 
achieved by allowing listed Jnstitutions: to use share-linked instruments 1hat track the 
value of $hares. The possibility of using share-linked instrumems should there tOre be 
extended to listed institutions. 

(9) Capital add~ons imposed by competent authorities are on impork'lfll drivet of an 
inMitu!iOrl's overall !e. vel of own funds and are relevilnt for market participants since 
the level of additional capital imPQsed impa~ts the trigger point tOr restrictions on 
dividend payments, bonus pay-outs 11nd the pay!llents on Addition.:tl Tier J 
instrument~. A clear definition of the conditions in which capital add~ons should be 
imposed should be provided to ensure that rules are consistently applied a.cmss 
Member States and to ensure the proper functioning of the market. 

{10) Additionttl capita.! requirements should be imposed in relation to fhe specilic situation 
of an institution <ind should be duly justified. These requirements should not be used to 
address rnacroprudential risks and should be positioned, in the Slacking or<ler of 
capital requirements, above the minimum capital requirements and below the 
comb-ined buffers: requirements. 

(II) Competent authorities should have the possibility to communicate t(l an institution <tn)' 

further adjustment to the amount of capital in excess of minimum capital 
requirements, additional capital requiremeots and thl! combined buffers requirement 
that they expect such institution lo hold itl order to cope with fof"Nard looking and 
remote situation$. These expectations should not be Sllbje<::t to mandatory disclosure 
obligations. When an institution repeatedly fails to meN the capital target, the 
ccntpetent authority should be. entitled h> take supervisot'y meas-ures and. where 
appropriate, to impose additional capital requirements, 

(12} Respondents to the Commission's Call for Ev;dence on the £U regulatory ffamewotk 
for financial serVices pointed out that reporting burden is i!1creased by systematic 
reporting required by compe!ent authorities ()Ver and above the requirements set out in 
Regulation {EU} S75/20l3. Cmupetent aulhorilies should Oflly require intbnnatJon 
which is not dupli~ative relative to information which is or may be already available tv 
them through other means or which has been required from the institution uodl!r a 
different enabling legal provision. The Commission should prepare <1. repnrt 
idef!fifyiog those additional sysiematic re.porting requirements and assess whether they 
are in lint: with the single rulebook on supervisory reporting. 

(13) In accordance with the Joint Political Declaration of 28 September 2011 of Member 
States and the Commission on explanatory documents, Member States have 
undertaken to accompany, in justified cases, the notification of their transposition 
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measures with one ()f more documetJts explaining the relatiMship between the 
components (){ a directive and th<: correspondillg pMs of national tmnspo~ition 
in~tnunent~. With regard to \hi~ Directive, the legislator considers the transmission of 
suth do~.:umcnts to be justified, 

HAVE ADOPTED TH!S D!RECT!VE, 

A~·1icfe 1 

Directive 201 3/36rEU is arnerJded as follows: 

i 1) !11 point { 16) of Article 2(5) referring t{J the Netherlands the following is added: 

"and kredictuuies". 

(2) !n Artide 2(.5) the following new point is added: 

"{24) in Cro<~ti<J, the '·kreditne unije" aud the "Hrvatska banka za obnoVlJ i :razvitak'',' 

(:\) In Artitle 2, the: following pantgraphs .Sa <md Sb ate inserted after paragraph 5: 

N$a. This Directive shall not app.ly to an inl>titution where the Comrnis!>ion ascertains ln a 
delegated act adopted putSl!ant to Article 11f5, on the basis of information available 
t{J it that the iHstitution fu!tils ft)r the p11rposes of this Article a!! of the following 
condition~: 

(U) it ha~ been c.:stablisheQ under public law by a Member State:'s centr<~l 
government, regional government or lc,cal authority; 

(b) its J:Jctivity is limited to advancing specified Qbjectives of finnncial, S{Jcia! or 
economic plJblic policy in ac(;ordance with tht laws and pnwisions governing 
that institution, nn a non-competitive, not for pt{lfit basis. For these pt.trpose.">, 
public policy objectives may include the provision of financing for promotional 
or devc:lopment purpose~ to specific: et::onomic s~tors, or geographical areas of 
the relevant Member State, Stich as export credit, hou!ting, SMEs, shipping or 
manull.lctllri\lg activities; 

(c) i\ is subject to adequate and effectivt prudentii\l requirements, including 
minimum capital requirements, and to an adequate suj:>ervisot}' ffarnework 
which ha!> similar effect f!S the framework established under Union law: 

(d) subjecl to State uid rules, the central government has an obligation to protect 
the institution's viability or directly or indirectly ~ua.rantees lit lea!\t 90% of the 
institu!lon's own funds requiremenh, tUnding requirement; or exp<:~sures; 

{e) it i~ precluded ti:om accepting coveted deposits as detine:d in point {5) of 
Atticle 2(1) of Directive 2014149/EU of the Eutopean Parliament (tnd of the 
Cottncil of 16 April201 4 011 deposit guarantee schemes'\ 

!0 the institution's activities are confined to the Member SUite where it i:s 
established; 

~g) the institution shall meet a!! of the following conditions: 

OJ L !73. !;!.6.:201·1, P- t-'19-!?8 
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(i) the total value of the institution's assets is below EUR [30J billion: 

(ii) the ratio of the institution's total assets over the GOP of the Member 
State concerned is less than 20%, unless tile total value of its assets is 
below EUR 5 billion; 

(iii) the institution is not of significant relevance with regard to the domestic 
economy of the Member State concerned. 

5b. This Directive shall not apply to categories of institutions in a Member State, where 
the Commission ascertains in a delegated act adopted pursuant to A1ticle 145, on the 
basis of infom1ation available to it, that for the purposes of this l\11icle the 
institutions falling under that category qualify as credit unions under the nntional law 
of a Member State and meet the following conditions: 

(a) they are financial institutions of a cooperative nature or similar legal fonn: 

{b) their membership is restricted to a set of members sharing certain pre-defined 
common personal features or interests; 

(c) they are only pennitted to provide credit and financial services to their 
members; 

(d) they are only permitted to accept deposits or repayable funds from their 
members and such deposits qualify as covered deposits under Directive 
2014/49/EU; 

(e) they are only pennitted to perfonn the activities listed in points ! to 6 and J 5 
of Annex I to this Directive; 

(f) they are subject to adequate and effective pntdential requirements. including 
minimum capital reguirements, and a supervisory framework which has similar 
effect as the framework established under Union Jaw; 

(g) the aggregate value of the assets of this category of institutions does not exceed 
3% of the GDP of the Member State concerned; 

(h) the institution's activities are confined to the Member State where it is 
established.". 

(4) Article 2(6) is replaced by the following: 

"6. The entities referred to in point (1) and points (3) to (24) of paragraph 5 and in the 
delegated acts adopted in accordance with paragraphs 5a and 5b of this Article sha!l 
be treated as financial institutions for the purposes of Article 34 and Title V/1, 
Chapter 3.". 

(5) Article 4(8) is replaced by the following: 

"8. Member States shall ensure that where authorities other than the competent authorities 
have the power of resolution, those other authorities cooperate closely and consult 
the competent authorities with regard to the preparation of resolution plans and in all 
other instances where this is required in this Directive, Directive 2014159/ElJ or in 
Regulation (EU) No 57512013.". 

(6) Article 9(2) is replaced by the following: 
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"2. Paragraph \ shall not apply to the taking of deposits or other repayable f\mds by any of the 

following: 

{a) a Member State; 

(b) a Member State's regional or local authority; 

tc) public international bodies of which one or more Member States are members; 

(d) undertakings the activity of which is governed by Union law, other than this 
Directive and Regulation (EU) No 575/2013; 

(e) entities rethred to in Articles 2{5), 2(5a) and 2(5b), the activity of which is 
governed by national law". 

(7) Article 10 is replaced by the following: 

Article 10 
Programme of opera/ions and Jlructurul organisalion 

1\lember States shall require applications for authorisation to be accompanied by a programme 
of operations setting out the types of business envisaged and the structural organi.<;ation of the 
credit institution, including indication of the parent undertakings, financial holding companies 
and mixed linancial holding companies within the group. 

(8) The 10\\owin!!, new Article 2\a is inserted after Article 21: 

Article 2la 
Awlwri.Hifion u.f/inancial hoftling cnmplmies and mixed financial holding companies 

\. Member States shall require 11nancia\ holding companies and mixed financial 
holding companies to obtain authorisation from the competent authority in the 
Member State where they are established. 

2. rhe application for authorisation shall contain intOrmation concerning the foHowing: 

tnl the structural organisation of the group of which the financial holding company 
or the mixed 11nancial holding company is part, clearly indicating the 
subsidiaries and, where applicable, parent undertakings; 

(b) compliance with eftective direction of the business and place of the head office 
requirements referred to in Article 13; 

(c) compliance with shareholder and member requirements refened to in Article 
14. 

3. The competent authority shall only grant an authorisation shall where it is satisfied 
that 

(a) the financial holding company or mixed financial holding company that is 
subject to J'equiremcnts laid down in this Directive and in Regulation (EU) No 
is capable of ensuring compliance with those requirements; 

(b) tb~: tinancia\ holding company or mixed financial holding company does not 
impinge on the eflective supervision of the subsidiary institutions or parent 
institutions. 
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4. Competent authorities shall require financial holding companies and mixed financial 
holding companies to provide them with the information they require to monitor the 
structural organisation of the group and compliance with the authorisation 
requirements. 

5. The competent authorities may only withdraw the authorisation granted to a financial 
holding company or mixed financial holding company where such <1 financial 
holding company or mixed financial holding company: 

(a) does not make use of the authorisation within 12 months, e:-:pressly renounces 
the authorisation or has sold all its subsidiaries that are institutions, unless the 
Member State concerned has made provision for the authorisation to lapse in 
such cases; 

(b) has obtained the authorisation through false statements or any other irregular 
means; 

(c) no longer fulfils the conditions under which authorisation was granted; 

(d) is subject to requirements laid down in this Directive and in Regulation (EU) 
No. 575/2013 on a consolidated basis and no longer meets the prudential 
requirements set out in Parts Three, Four or Six of Regulation (EU) No 
575/2013 or imposed under Article !04(l)(a) or Artic:/e I 05 of this Directive or 
can no longer be relied on to fulfil its obligations towards its creditors; 

(e) falls within one of the other cases where national law provides for witl1drawa/ 
of authorisation; or 

(t) commits one of the breaches referred to in Article 67(1). 

6. For the purposes of applying the requirements of this Directive and of Regulation 
(EU) No 575/2013 on a consolidated basis and for the purposes of exercising 
supervision on a consolidated basis in accordance with this Directive and Regulation 
(EU) 575/2013, the terms "institution", "parent institution in a Member State", "EU 
parent institution" and "parent undertaking" shall also apply to financial holding 
companies and mixed financial holding companies authorised in accordance with this 
Article that are subject to requirements laid down in this Directive and in Regulation 
575/2013 on a consolidated basis. 

(9) Article 84 is replaced by the following: 

"Article 8./ 
Interest risk arisingfrom non-trading hook acrivitie.r 

1. ·Competent authorities shall ensure that institutions implement internal systems or use 
the standardised methodology referred to in paragraph 4 to identify. evaluate, 
manage and mitigate the risks arising from potential changes in interest rates that 
affect both the economic value of equity and the net interest income of an 
institution's non-trading activities. 

2. Competent authorities shall ensure that institutions implement systems to assess and 
monitor the risks arising from potential changes in credit spreads that affect both the 
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economic value of equity and the net interest income of an institution's non-trading 
activities. 

3. Competent authorities may require institutions to use the standardised methodology 
re!"erred to in paragraph 4 when the internal systems implemented by the institutions 
for the purposes of evaluating the risks referred to in paragraph 1 are not satisfactory. 

4. EBA shall develop draft regulatory technical standards to specify the details of a 
standardised methodology that institutions may use for the purpose of evaluating the 
risks referred to in paragraph 1. 

EBA shall submit those draft regulatory technical standards to the Commission by 
[one year a tier entry iniO force]. 

Power is delegated to the Commission to adopt the regulatory technical standards 
refwed to in the first subparagraph in accordance with Articles lO to 14 of 
Regulation (EU) No \093i2010. 

5. EBA shall issue ~~,uide!ines to specify: 

(a) the criteria for the idcntiiication, evaluation, management and mitigation by 
institutions of the risks referred to in paragraph 1; 

(b) the criteiia fOJ' the assessment and monitoring by institutions of the risks 
refemd to in paragraph 2; 

(c) the conditions nccording to which the systems developed by the institutions for 
the purposes of paragraph I may not be satisfactory as referred to paragraph 2; 

EBA shall issue those guidelines by [one year after entry into force]." 

(\0) In Article 92, paragraph I is deleted. 

(II) The introductory paragraph of article 92(2) is replaced by the following: 

"Competent authorities shall ensure that, when establishing and applying the total 
remuneration policies, inclusive of salaries and discretionary pension benefits, for 
categories of sta!T including senior management, risk takers, staff engaged in control 
funclions and any employee receiving total remuneration that takes them into the 
same remuneration bracket as senior management and risk takers, whose professional 
activities have a material impact on their risk profile, institutions comply with the 
following principles in a manner that is appropriate to their size, internal organisation 
and the nature, scope and complexity of their activities.". 

( 12) At1icle 94( I )(l)(i) is replaced by the following: 

"(i) shares or, subject to the legal structure of the institution concerned, equivalent ownership 
intcYcsts; or share-linked instruments or, subject to the legal structure of the 
institution concerned, equivalent non-cash instruments;". 

( 13) The following points are added to Article 94: 

"3. By way of derogation from paragraph\, the principles set out in points(\), (m) and the 
second subparagraph in point (o) of Article 94(1) shall not apply to: 

(u) institutions which are both small and non-complex; 

(b) staff members with low levels of variable remuneration. 
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4. For the purpose of paragraph 3: 

(a) whether an institution is small shall be assessed based on its balance sheet 
total; 

{b) whether an institution is non-complex shall be assessed on the basis of the 
nature and scope of its activities, its intemal organisation and, if applicable, the 
characteristics of the group to which it belongs; 

(c) a low level of variable remuneration is understood as not having the potential 
to incentivise excessive risk-taking; whether a level of variable remuneration is 
low shall be assessed on the basis of the amount of variable remuneration in 
absolute and in relative terms compared to the overall remuneration package of 
the staff member. 

5. EBA shall develop draft regulatory technical standards setting out specific indicators t~nd. 
where relevant, thresholds for assessing the criteria described in paragraph 4. EBA 
shall submit those draft regulatory technical standards to the Commission by 
(Official Journal publication date+ 9 monthsJ. 

Power is delegated to the Commission to adopt the regulatory technical standards 
referred to in subparagraph I in accordance with Article 10 to 14 of Regulation (EU) 
No 109312010.". 

(14) Article 97 is replaced by the following: 

"Article 97 
Supervisory re1•iew and emluat ion 

I. Taking into account the technical criteria set out in Article 98, the competent 
authorities shall review the arrangements, strategies, processes and mechanisms 
implemented by the institutions to comply with this Directive and Regulation (EU) 
No 575/2013 and evaluate: 

{a} risks to which the institutions are or might be exposed; 

(b) risks revealed by stress testing taking into account the nature. scale and 
complexity of an institution's activities. 

2. Tile scope of the review and evaluation referred to in paragraph I sh111J cover all 
requirements of Regulation (EU} No 575/2013 and of this Directive. 

3. On the basis of the review and evaluation referred to in paragraph l, the competent 
authorities shall detennine whether the arrangements, strategies, processes and 
mechanisms implemented by institutions and the own funds and liquidity held by 
them ensure a sound management and coverage of their risks. 

4. Competent authorities shall establish the frequency and intensity of the review and 
evaluation referred to in paragraph 1 having regard to the size, systemic importance, 
nature, scale and complexity of the activities of the institution concerned and taking 
into account the principle of proportionality. The review and evaluation shall be 
updated at least on an annual basis for institutions covered by the supervisory 
examination programme referred to in Article 99(2).". 

(15} In Article 98(1), point (j) is deleted. 
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( \6) In Article 98, pamgraph 5 is replaced by the following: 

"5. Tbe review and evaluation performed by competent authorities shall include the exposure 
of institutions to the interest rate risk arising from non-trading activities. Supervisory 
measures shall be required at !cast in the case of institutions whose economic value 
of equity as refened to in the evaluation perfonned in accordance with Article 84(1) 
declines by more than 15 % of their Tier 1 capital as a result of any of the six 
supervisory shock scenarios applied to interest rates.". 

( 17} In Article 98, the following new paragraph is inserted after paragraph 5: 

''Sa. EBI\ shall develop draft regulatory t~chnical standards to specify: 

(al the six supenisory shot:k scenarios applied to interest rates for every currency; 

(b) common modelling and parametric assumptions that institutions shall ret1cct in 
their calculation of the economic value of equity under this paragraph; 

(c) any other case where supervisory mca~ures shall be required as a result of 
potential changes in interest rates. 

EBA shall st1bmit those drat\ regulatory technical st.1ndards to the Commission by 
{one year after entry into force]. 

Power is delegated to the Commission to adopt the regulatory technical standards 
referred to in the tirst subparagraph in accordance with Articles 10 to 14 of 
Regulation (Eli) No \093/20\0.". 

( 18) In Article 99, paragraph 2 is replaced by the following: 

"2. Supervisory examination programmes shall include the following institutions: 

(a) institutions for which the results of the stress tests referred to in points (a) and 
(g) of Article 98(1) and Article 100, or the outcome of the supervisory review 
and evaluation process under Article 97, indicate significant risks to their 
ongoing linancial soundness or indicate breaches of national provisions 
tmnsposing thi;; Directive and of Regulation (EU) No 575/2013; 

(b) any other institution for which the competent authorities deem it to be 
necessary.". 

(\9) Article 10::; is deleted 

(10) Article 104 is replaced by the fOllowing: 

"Anicle JO.J 
Supervisory powers 

for the purposes of Atticle 97, Article 98(4), Article 101(4) and Article 102 and the 
application of Regulation (EU) No 57512013, competent authorities shall have at least the 
tOIIowing powers: 

(a) to require institutions to have additional own funds in excess of the requirements set 
out in Regulation (EU) No 57512013, under the conditions laid down in Article 104a; 

(b) to require the reinforcement of the arrangements, processes, mechanisms and 
strategies implemented in at:t:ordance \Vith Articles 73 and 74; 
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(c) to require institutions to present a plan to restore compliance with supervisory 

requirements pursuant to this Directive and to Regulation (EU) No 575/2013 and set 
a deadline for its implementation, including improvements to that plan regarding 
scope and deadline; 

(d) to require institutions to apply a specific provisioning policy or treatment of assets in 
temts of own funds requirements; 

(e) to restrict or limit the business, operations or network of institutions or to request the 
divestment of activities that pose excessive risks to the soundness of an institution; 

(f) to require the reduction of the risk inherent in the activities, products and systems of 
institutions; 

(g) to require institutions to Jim it variable remuneration as a percentage of net revenues 
where it is inconsistent with the maintenance of a sound capital base; 

(h) to require institutions to use net profits to strengthen own funds; 

(i) to restrict or prohibit distributions or interest payments by an institution to 
shareholders, members or holders of Additional Tier I instruments where the 
prohibition does not constitute an event of default of the institution: 

(j) to impose additional or more frequent reporting requirements, including reporting on 
capital and liquidity positions. Competent authorities may only require information 
which is not duplicative relative to infonnation which is or may be available to them 
through other means or which has been required from the institution under a different 
enabling legal provision. Additional or more frequent reporting on capital or liquidity 
positions may only be imposed on an institution where either of the conditions 
referred to in points (a) and (b) of Article 102(1) has been met 

(k) to impose specific liquidity requirements, including restrictions on maturity 
mismatches between assets and liabilities; 

(I) to require additional disclosures on an ad hoc basis only.". 

(21) The following new Articles are inserted after Article 104: 

"Article JO.Ja 
Additional ownfunds requirement 

I. The additional own funds requirement referred to in point (a) of Article [04 shall 
only be imposed by the competent authorities where pursuant to the reviews referred 
to in Articles 97 and 101 the competent authority ascertains any of the fol/0\ving 
situ'ations for an individual institution: 

(a) the institution is exposed to risks or elements of risks that are not covered or 
not sufficiently covered by the own funds requirements set out in Parts Ill to V 
and Vll of Regulation (EU) No 575/2013 as specified in paragraph 2; 

(b) the institution does not meet the requirements set out in Articles 73 and 74 of 
this Directive or in Article 393 of Regulation (EU) No 575/2013 and the sole 
application of other administrative measures is unlikely to improve the 
arrangements, processes, mechanisms and strategies sufticiently within an 
appropriate timeframe; 
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(c) the review referred to in Atticle 9&(4) or Article 101(4) reveals that the non

compliance with the requirements for the application of the respective 
approach w_illlikely lead to inadequate own funds requirements; 

(d) the institution repeatedly fails to establish or maintain an adequate level of 
additional own funds as set out in Article l04b. 

rhe additional own funds requirement referred to in point (a) of Article I 04 shall not 
be imposed to cover macroprudential or systemic risks. 

For the purposes of point (a) of paragraph 1, risks or clements of risk shall only be 
considered as not covered or not sufficiently covered by the O\Vn funds requirements 
set out in Parts III to V and Vll of Regulation (EU) No 575/2013 where the amounts, 
types and distribution of capital considered adequate by the competent authority 
follnwing the supervisory review of the assessment carried out by institutions in 
accordance with the tirst sentence of Article 73, are higher than the institution's own 
funds requirements set out in in Regulation (EU) No 575/2013. 

For this purpo~e, the capital considered adequate shall cover all material risks or 
clements of such risks that are not subject to a specific own funds requirement. This 
may include risks or elements of risks that are explicitly excluded from own funds 
requirements under Regulation (EU) No 575/2013. 

Interest rate risk arising from non-trading positions shall only be considered material 
when the economic value of equity declines by more than 15 %of the institution Tier 
I capital as a result of any of the six supervisory shock scenarios applied to interest 
rates in ilccordance with paragraph 5 of Article 98 or any other case identified by the 
EBA according to paragraph 5 point c) of Article 98. 

The risks retened to in point (a) of paragraph 1 shall not include risks for which this 
Directive or Regulation (ElJ) No 57512013 provide a transitional treatment, or risks 
which are subject to grand fathering provisions. 

3. Competent authorities sha\1 dctennine the level of the additional own funds required 
under point (u) of Article \04 as the difference between the capital considered 
adequate pursuant to paragraph 2 and the own funds requirements set out in 
Regulation (EU) No 575/2013. 

·-1. The institution shall meet the additional own funds requirement referred to in point 
(a) of Article 104 with O\\n funds instruments subject to the following conditions: 

(a) at least three forth of the additional own funds requirement shall be met with 
Tier 1 capital; 

(b) at least three quarters of the Tier I capital shall be composed of CET 1 capital. 

Own funds used to meet the additional own funds requirement referred to in point (a) 
of Artick 104 shall not be used towards meeting any of the own funds requirements 
laid down i11 points (a) to (c) of Article 92(\) of Regulation (EU) No 575/2015 or the 
combined buffer requirement referred to in Article 128(6). 

By way of derogntion from the second subparagraph, own funds used to meet the 
additional own funds requirement referred to in point (a) of Article l 04 imposed by 
competent authorities to address risks or elements of risks not sufficiently covered by 
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point (d) of Article 92(1) of Regulation (EU) No 575/2013 [leverage ratio 
requirement] may be used to meet the combined butfer requirement referred lo in 
Article 128(6). 

5. The competent authority shall duly justify in writing to each institution the decision 
to impose an additional own funds requirement under point (a) of Article I 04, at least 
by giving a clear account of the full assessment of the elements referred to in 
paragraphs l to 4. This includes, in the case set out in point (d) of paragraph L a 
specific statement of the reasons for which the imposition of capital guidance is no 
longer considered sufficient. 

6. EBA shall develop draft regulatory technical standards specifying how the risks and 
elements of risks referred to in paragraph 2 shall be measured. 

EBA shall ensure the draft regulatory standards are proportionate in light of: 

(a) the implementation burden on institutions and competent authorities; and 

{b) the possibility that the general higher level of conservatism that apply where 
institutions do not use internal models may justify a less conservative approach 
when assessing risks and elements of risks according to the previous paragraph. 

EBA shall submit those draft regulatory technical standards to the Commission by 
r one year after entry into force]. 

Power is conferred on the Commission to adopt the regulatory technical standards 
referred to in the first subparagraph in accordance with Article 15 of Regulation (EU) 
No 1093/2010. 

Article !O.fb 
Guidance on additional own funds 

1. Pursuant to the strategies and processes referred to in Article 73 and after consulting 
the competent authority, institutions shall establish an adequate level of own funds 
that is sulf!ciently above the requirements of Regulation (EU} No 57512013 and of 
this Directive, including the additional own funds requirements imposed by the 
competent authorities in accordance with article !04(!)(a), in order to ensure that: 

(a) cyclical economic fluctuations do not lead to a breach of those requirements; 
and 

(b) the institution's own funds can absorb, without breaching the own funds 
requirements set out in Regulation (EU) No 575/2013 and the additional own 
funds requirements imposed by the competent authorities in accordance with 
article !04(1)(a), potential losses identified pursuant to the supervisory stress 
test referred to in Article 100. 

2. Competent authorities shall regularly review the level of own funds set by each 
institution in accordance with paragraph 1 taking into account the outcome of the 
reviews and evaluations carried out in accordance with Articles 97 and 101, 
including the results of stress tests referred to in Article JOO. 

3. Competent authorities shall communicate to institutions the outcome of the review 
provided for in paragraph 2. Where appropriate, competent authorities may 
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communicate to institutions any expectation for adjustments to the level of own 
funds established in accordance \\lith the first paragraph. 

4. Competent authorities shall not communicate to institutions any expectation pursuant 
to paragraph 3 in cases where additional own funds requirement shall be imposed 
pursuant to Article 104a. 

Article 10./c 
Cooperation with resolution authorities 

l. Competent authorities shall consult resolution authorities prior to determining any 
addition:~] own l'unds requirement referred to in Article l 04(a) and prior to 
communicating to institutions any expectation for adjustments to the level of o\'m 

funds referred to in Article 104b. For these purposes, competent authorities shall 
pmvide resolution authorities with all available information. 

1. Cnmpetcnt authorities shall infonn the relevant resolution authorities about the 
additional capital requirement imposed to institutions pursuant to Article 104(a) and 
any expectation for adjustments to the level of own funds communicated to 
institutions in accordance with Article l04b. ". 

(22) In Article l 05, point (d) is deleted. 

{23) In Article \08, paragraph 3 is deleted. 

(24) In Article 109, paragraphs 2 and 3 arc replaced by the following 

"2. Competent authorities shall require the parent undertakings and subsidiaries subject to this 
Directive lu meet the obligations set out in Section II of this Chapter on a 
consolidated or sub-consolidated basis, to ensure that the arrangements, processes 
and mechanisms required by Section II of this Chapter are consistent and well
integrated and that any data and information relevant to the purpose of supervision 
can be produced. In particular, they shall ensure that parent undertakings and 
subsidiaries subject to this Directive implement these arrangements, processes and 
mechanisms in their subsidiaries not subject to this Directive, including those 
estilblished in offshore tinancial centres. Those arrangements, processes and 
mechanisms shall also be consistent and well-integrated and those subsidiaries shall 
also be able to produce any data and information relevant to the purpose of 
supcrvi~ion. 

3. Obligations resulting from Section II of this Chapter concerning subsidiary undertakings, 
not themselves subject to this Directive, shall not apply if the EU parent institution 
can demonstrale to the competent authorities that the application of Section II is 
unlawful under the laws ofthe third country where the subsidiary is established." 

(25) Article 111 is replaced by the following 

"Article Ill 
Determinufion oft he cunsolidati11g mpen·isor 

l. Where a parent undertaking is a parent institution in a 1\·tember State or an EU parent 
institution, supervision on a consolidated basis shall be exercised by the competent 
authorities that granted authorisation. 
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2. Where the parent undertaking of an institution is a parent financial holding company 

in a Member State or a parent mixed financial holding company in a Member State 
or an EU parent financial holding company or EU parent mixed financial holding 
company, supervision on a consolidated basis shall be exercised by the competent 
authorities that granted authorisation in accordance with Article 2la. 

3. Where the parent undertakings of institutions authorised in two or more Member 
States comprise more than one financial holding company or mixed financial holding 
company authorised in different Member States, supervision on a consolidated basis 
shall be exercised by the competent authority of the financial holding comp!lny or 
mixed financial holding company with the largest balance sheet total. 

4. In particular cases, the competent authorities may, by common agreement. waive the 
distribution of competencies laid down in paragraphs 2 and 3 if their application 
would be inappropriate, taking into account the institutions and the relative 
importance of their activities in different countries, and appoint a different competent 
authority to exercise supervision on a consolidated basis. In such cases. before taking 
their decision, the competent authorities shall give the EU parent institution, EU 
parent financial holding company, EU parent mixed financial holding company, or 
institution with the largest balance sheet total, as appropriate, an opportunity to state 
its opinion on that decision. 

5. The competent authorities shall notify the Commission and EBA of any agreement 
falling within paragraph 5." 

(26) Article 113 is replaced by the following: 

"Article 113 
Joint decisions on inslilufion-spec!fic prudential requirc>mell/s 

1. The consolidating supervisor and the competent authorities responsible for the 
supervision of subsidiaries of an EU parent institution or an EU parent financial 
holding company or EU parent mixed financial holding company in a Member State 
shall do everything within their power to reach a joint decision: 

(a) on the application of Articles 73 and 97 to determine the adequacy of the 
consolidated level of own funds held by the group of institutions with respect 
to its financial situation and risk profile and the required level of own funds for 
the application of Article 104(l)(a) to each entity within the group of 
institutions and on a consolidated basis; 

(b) on measures to address any significant matters and material findings relating to 
liquidity supervision including relating to the adequacy of the organisation and 
the treatment of risks as required pursuant to Article 86 and relating to the need 
for institution-specific liquidity requirements in accordance with Article 105 of 
this Directive; 

(c) on any expectation for adjustments to the consolidated level of own funds in 
accordance with Article I 04b(3). 

2. The joint decisions referred to in paragraph I shall be reached: 
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(a) tOr the purposes of paragraph !(a), within four months after submission by the 

consolidating supervisor of a report containing the risk assessment of the group 
of institutions in accordance with Article !04a to the other relevant competent 
authorities; 

{b) for the purposes of paragraph !(b), within four months after submission by the 
consolidating supervisor of a report containing the assessment of the liquidity 
risk profile of the group of institutions in accordance with Articles 86 and 105; 

(c_l for the purposes of paragraph l(c), within four months after submission by the 
consolidating supervisor of a report containing the risk assessment of the group 
of institutions in accordance with Article 1 04b. 

The joint decisions shall also duly consider the risk assessment of subsidiaries 
performed by relevant competent authorities in accordance with Articles 73, 97, I 04a 
and respectively \04b. 

The joint decisions referred to in points {a) artd (b) shall be set out in documents 
containing full reasons which shall be provided to the EU parent institution by the 
consolidating supervisor. In the event of disagreement, the consolidating supervisor 
shall at the request of any of the other competent authorilies concerned consult EBA. 
fhe consolidating supervisor may consult EBA on its own initiative. 

In the absence of such a joint decision between the competent authorities within the 
time periods referred to in paragraph 2, a decision on the application of Articles 73, 
86 and 97. Article 104(\){a), Article 104b and Article lOS shall be taken on a 
consolidakd basis by the consolidating supervisor after duly considering the risk 
assessment of subsidiaries performed by relevant competent authorities. If, at the end 
of the time periods referred to in paragraph 2, any of the competent authorities 
concemed has referred the matter to EBA in accordance with Article 19 of 
Regulation (EU) No 1093/2010, the consolidating supervisor shall defer its decision 
and await any decision that EBA may take in accordance with Article 19(3) of that 
Regulation, and shall take its decision in confonnity with the decision of EHA. The 
time periods referred to in paragraph 2 shall be deemed the conciliation periods 
within the meaning of Regulation (EU) No 1093/2010. EBA shall take its decision 
within I month. The matter shall not be referred to EBA after the end of the four 
month period or after a joint decision has been reached. 

The decision on the application of Articles 73, 86 and 97, Article 104(1){a), Article 
1 04b and Article I OS shall be taken by the respective competent authorities 
responsible for supervision of subsidiaries of an EU parent credit institution or a EU 
pnrent tinancinl holding company or EU parent mixed financial holding company on 
un indi\·idual or sub-consolidated basis after duly considering the views and 
reservations expressed by the consolidating supervisor. If, at the end of any of the 
time periods referred to in parabrraph 2, any of the competent authorities concerned 
has referred the matter to EBA in accordance with Article 19 of Regulation (EU) No 
\093/20\0, the competent authorities shall defer their decision and await any 
decision that EBA shall take in accordance with Article 19(3) of that Regulation, and 
shall take their decision in conformity with the decision of EllA. The time periods 
referred to in paragraph 2 shall be deemed the conciliation periods within the 
meaning of that Regulation. EBA shall take its decision within I month. The matter 
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shall not be referred to EBA after the end of the four-month or afier a joint decision 
has been reached. 

The decisions shall be set out in a document containing full reasons and shall take 
into account the risk assessment, views and reservations of the other competent 
authorities expressed during the time periods referred to in paragraph 2. The 
document shall be provided by the consolidating supervisor to all competent 
authorities concerned and to the EU parent institution. 

Where EBA has been consulted, all the competent authorities shall consider its 
advice, and explain any significant deviation therefrom. 

4. The joint decisions referred to in paragraph 1 and the decisions taken by the 
competent authorities in the absence of a joint decision reterred to in paragraph 3 
shall be recognised as detenninative and applied by the competent authorities in the 
Member States concerned. 

The joint decisions referred to in the paragraph l and any decision taken in the 
absence of a joint decision in accordance with paragraph 3, shall be updated on an 
annual basis or, in exceptional circumstances, where a competent authority 
responsible for the supervision of subsidiaries of an EU parent institution or, an EU 
parent financial holding company or EU parent mixed financial holding company 
makes a written and fully reasoned request to the consolidating supervisor to update 
the decision on the application of Article 104(\)(a), Article J04b and Article 105. In 
the latter case, the update may be addressed on a bilateral basis between the 
consolidating supervisor and the competent authority making the request. 

5. EBA shall develop draft implementing technical standards to ensure uniform 
conditions of application of the joint decision process referred to in this Article, with 
regard to the application of Articles 73, 86 and 97, Article 104(\)(a), Article !04b 
and Article 105 with a view to facilitating joint decisions. 

EBA shall submit those draft implementing technical standards to the Commission 
by 1 July 2014. 

Power is conferred on the Commission to adopt the implementing technical standards 
referred to in the first subparagraph in accordance with Article IS of Regulation (EUJ 
No 1093/2010.". 

(27) In Article 116, paragraph I, the following is added after the first subparagraph: 

"Colleges of supervisors shall also be established where all subsidiaries of an EU 
parent institution, an EU parent financial holding company or EU parent mixed 
financial holding company are located in a third country.". 

(28) fn Article 119, paragraph I is replaced by the following: 

"I. Subject to Article 21a, Member States shall adopt any measures necessary to include 
financial holding companies and mixed financial holding companies in consolidated 
supervision.". 

(29) In Article !31, paragraph I is replaced by the following 

" I. Member States shall designate the authority in charge of identifying, on a consolidated 
basis, global systemically important institutions (0-SIIs), and, on an individual. sub-
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consolidated or consolidated basis, as applicable, other systemically important 
institutions (0-Sils), which have been authorised within their jurisdiction. That 
authority shall be the competent authority or the designated authority. Member States 
may designate more than one authority. 

G-SIIs shall be any of the following: 

(a) a g,roup headed by an EU parent institution, an EU parent financial holding 
company, or an EU parent mixed financial holding company; or 

(bl an institution that is not a subsidiary of an EU parent institution, of an EU 
parent financial holding company or of an EU parent mixed financial holding 
company. 

0-SIIs can either be a group headed by an EU parent institution, an EU parent 
financial holding company, or an EU parent mixed financial holding company or an 
institution.". 

(30) The following new Article l40a is inserted after Article 140: 

"Article /-lOa 
Failure to meet/he combined b1ifjer requirement 

l. An institution shall be considered as failing to meet the combined buffer requirement 
for the purposes of Article 14! where it does not have own funds and eligible 
liabilities in an amount and of the quality needed to meet at the same time the 
combined buffer requirement referred to in Article 128(6) and each of the following 

(a) the requirements in point (a) of A11icle 92(1) of Regulation (EU) No 575/2013 
and the requirement in Article 104(a) of this Directive; 

(b) the requirements in point (b) of Article 92(1) of Regulation (EU) No 575/20\3 
and the requirement in Article 104(a) of this Directive; 

(c) the requirements in point (c) of Article 92( I) of Regulation (EU) No 575/2013 
and the requirement in Article 104(a) of this Directive; 

(d) the requirements in Article 92a of Regulation (EU) No 57511013 and Articles 
45c and 45d of Directive 2014159/EU[MREL]. 

2. By way of derogation from paragraph 2, an institution shall not be considered as 
failing to meet the combined buffer requirement for the purposes of Article 141 
whel"e a lithe following conditions ~:~re met: 

la} the institution meets the combined buffer requirement and each of the 
requirements refe1Ted to in points (a) to (c) of paragraph I; 

(b) the failure to meet the requirements referred to in point (d) of paragraph I is 
exdusively due to the inability of the institution to replace liabilities that no 
longer meet the eligibility or maturity criteria laid down in Articles 72b and 
72c of Regulation (EU) No 575/2013 and does not last longer than 6 months." 

(31) !n Article 141 paragraphs l to 6 are replaced by the tOI\owing: 

"I. An institution that meets the combined buffer requirement shall not make a distribution in 
connection with Common Equity Tier 1 capital to an extent that would decrease its 
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Conunon Equity Tier I capital to a level where the combined buffer requirement is 
no longer met. 

2. An institution that fails to meet the combined buffer requirement shall calculate the 
Maximum Distributable Amount ('MDA') in accordance with paragraph 4 and shall 
notify the competent authority of that MDA. 

Where the first subparagraph applies, the institution shall not undertake any of the 
following actions before it has calculated the MD A: 

(a) make a distribution in connection with Common Equity Tier 1 capital; 

{b) create an obligation to pay variable remuneration or discretionary pension 
benefits or pay variable remuneration if the obligation to pay was created at a 
time when the institution failed to meet the combined buffer requirements; 

(c) make payments on Additional Tier I instruments. 

3. While an institution fails to meet or exceed its combined buffer requirement, it shall not 
distribute more than the MDA calculated in accordance with paragraph 4 through 
any action referred to in points (a), (b) and (c) of paragraph 2. An institution shall not 
take any action referred to in points (a) or (b) before having made the payments due 
on Additional Tier I instruments. 

4. Institutions shall calculate the MDA by multiplying the sum calculated in accordance with 
paragraph 5 by the factor determined in accordance with paragraph 6. The MDA 
shall be reduced by any of the actions referred to in point (a), (b) or (c) of the second 
subparagraph of paragraph 2. 

5. The sum to be multiplied in accordance with paragraph 4 shall consist of: 

(a) interim profits not included in Common Equity Tier 1 capital pursuant to 
Article 26(2) of Regulation (EU) No 575/2013 that have been generated since 
the most recent decision on the distribution of profits or any of the actions 
referred to in point (a), (b) or (c) of the second subparagraph of paragraph 2 of 
this Article; 

plus 

{a) year-end profits not included in Common Equity Tier I capital pursuant to 
Article 26(2) of Regulation (EU) No 575/2013 that have been generated since 
the most recent decision on the distribution of profits or any of the actions 
referred to in point (a), (b) or (c) of the second subparagraph of paragraph 1 of 
this Article; 

minus 

(b) (amounts which would be payable by la."X if the items specified in points (a) and 
(b) of this paragraph were to be retained. 

6. The factor shatl be detennined as follows: 

(a) where the Common Equity Tier 1 capital maintained by the institution which is 
not used to meet any of the own funds requirements under points (a) to (c) of 
Article 92(1) of Regulation (EU) No 575/2013, under Article I 04(1 )(a) of this 
Directive and under Article 92a of Regulation (EU) No 575/2013 and Articles 
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45c and 45d of Directive 2014/59/EU, expressed as a percentage of the total 
risk exposure amount calculated in accordance with Article 92(3) of that 
Regulation, is within the first (that is, the lowest) quartile of the combined 
buffer requirement, the factor shall be 0; 

(b) where the Common Equity Tier I capital maintained by the institution which is 
not used to meet any of the O\.Vn funds requirements under points (a) to (c) of 
Article 92( l) of Regulation (EU) No 575/2013, under Article 104{1 )(a) of this 
Directive and under Article 92a of Regulation (EU) No 575/2013 and Articles 
45c and 45d of Directive 2014/59/EU, expressed as a percentage of the total 
risk exposure amount calculated in accordance with Article 92(3) of that 
Regulation, is within the second quartile of the combined buffer requirement, 
the factor shall be 0,2; 

(c) where the Common Equity Tier l capital maintained by the institution which is 
not used to meet the own fUnds requirements under points (a) to (c) of Article 
92(1) of Regulation (EU) No 575/2013, under Article 104(1)(a) of this 
Directive and under Article 92a of Regulation (EU) No 57512013 and Articles 
45c and 45d of Directive 2014/59/EU, expressed as a percentage of the total 
risk exposure amount calculated in accordance with Article 92(3) of that 
Regulation, is within the third quartile of the combined buffer requirement, the 
factor shall be 0,4; 

(d) where the Common Equity Tier I capital maintained by the institution which is 
not used to meet the own funds requirements under points (a) to (c) of Article 
92(1) of Regulation (EU) No 575/2013, under Article t04(l)(a) of this 
Directive and under Article 92a of Regulation (EU) No 57512013 and Articles 
45c and 45d of Directive 2014/59/EU, expressed as a pcrcent<o~ge of the total 
risk exposure amount calculated in accordance with Article 92(3) of that 
Regulation, is within the fourth (that is, the highest) quartile of the combined 
buffer requirement, the factor shall be 0,6; 

The lower and upper bounds of each quartile of the combined buffer 
requirement shall be calculated as fOllows: 

Lower bound of quartile 

Combined buffer 
requi1·ement 

---'=:::
4
==- x ( Qn - 1) 

Combined buffer 
requirement 

Upper bound of quartile= -==
4
=='-- x Qn 

"Q.," indicates the ordinal number otthe quartile concerned. 

(32) In Ar1icle 145 the following new points are inserted after point (i}: 

"(j) to ascertain that a specific institution or category of institutions in a Member State is 
exempted from this Directive under Article 2(5a} or Article 2(5b}, provided that the 
conditions set out, respectively, in those Articles; or is not an}more exempted from 
this Directive where it has ceased to meet the conditions laid down in those Articles; 
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(k) to amend the list established in Article 2(5) by deleting institutions or categories of 

institutions, where: 

(i) the relevant institution or category of institutions has ceased to exist: 

(ii) the name of the relevant institution has changed." 

(33) In Article 146 point (a) is deleted. 

(34) In Article 161, the following new paragraph 10 is insetted: 

"10. By 31 December 2023, the Commission shall review and report on the implemt:'ntation 
and application of the supervisory powers referred to in points (j) and (l) of Article 
104(1) and submit a report to the European Parliament and to the Council. " 

(35) The following new Article 161a is inserted after Article 161: 

"Article 16/a 
Compliance tool 

I. The EBA shall develop an electronic tool aimed at facilitating institutions' 
compliance with this Directive and Regulation (EU) No 575/2013. as well as with 
regulatory technical standards, implementing technical standards, guidelines and 
templates adopted to implement this Directive and Regulation (EU) No 575/2013. 

2. For this purposes, the tool shall at least enable each institution to: 

(a) rapidly identify the relevant provisions to comply with in relation to the 
institution's size and business model; 

(b) follow the changes made in the legislation and in the related implementing 
provisions, guidelines and templates." 

Article 2 
1i·ansposilion 

I. Member States shall bring into force the laws, regulations and ndministrativc 
provisions necessary to comply with this Directive by [one year after entry into 
force] at the latest. They shall forthwith communicate to the Commission the text of 
those provisions. 

When Member States adopt those provisions, they shall contain a reference to this 
Directive or be accompanied by such a reference on the occasion of their official 
publication. Member States shall determine how such reference is to be made. 

Member States shall apply those provisions from [one year after entry into force], 
with the exception of Articles 84 and 98 as amended. which shall apply from ftwo 
years after entry into force]. 

2. Member States shall communicate to the Commission the text of the main provisions 
of national law which they adopt in the field covered by this Directive. 
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Article 3 
Entry info force 

This Directive shall enter into force on the twentieth day following that of its publication in 
the (){/icirJI.Iournal of/he European Union. 

Article .J 
Addrenee.~ 

This Directive is addressed to the Member States. 

Done at Brussels, 

For the Europmn Parliamenl 
'!he Pre.\idem 

For the Council 
The President 
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LEGISLATIVE FINANCIAL STATEMENT 

1. FRAMEWORK OF THE PROPOSALIINlTIATIVE 

1.1. Title of the proposal/initiative 

1.2. Policy area(s) concerned in the ABM/ABB structure 

1.3. Nature of the proposal/initiative 

1.4. Objective(s) 

1.5. Grounds for the proposal/initiative 

1.6. Duration and financial impact 

1.7. Management mode(s) planned 

2. MANAGEMENT MEASURES 

2.1. Monitoring and reporting rules 

2.2. Management and control system 

2.3. Measures to prevent fraud and irregularities 
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Jine(s) affected 
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3.2.1. Summary of estimated impact on expenditure 
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1. 

1.1, 

1.2. 

1.3. 

[~RES'rREINT-UEiEtTRE-STR~I~C00T""Eo:-D_~j 
LEGISLATIVE FINANCIAL STATEMENT 

FRAMEWORK OF TilE PROPOSAUINITIATIVE 

Tille of the proposaUinitiative 

,1-J'wpo~~r;)-;:--()i~e~til'e o(ihl• European Parliament anJ of the Council am~-r;d~~-~ 
Dircdi\:C 201.\,tJ(J/FU on <JCt:css to the Hcti\'ity of credit institutions and the j 

[ pnrde~-~~~~-S-~I_I.lC!~ision nf credi"t_!nstitutio~lS.~!_~ __ i_n_~e~t-~~,!!~_li_r_-!11_5____ _ _____ j 

Policy arca(s) concerned in the ABM/ABB structure
1 

[' (=~----::.===~---
Nature of the proposaVinitiative 

0 The proposal!initiative relates to a new action 

D The proposnl/initiative relates to a tit'W action following a pilot 
project/preparatory· action8 

00 The proposallinitiative relates to the extension of an existing action 

D The proposal/initiative relates to an action redirected towards a new action 

1.-1. Objective(!.) 

I ~-I 1'l1e Commission'.\' multitmnual .\lrategic objective(s) targe1ed by the 
propo.m/linilia/ive 

,-------
L ___ _ 

A D-::.:p.:r and 1-'nircr Lcunomic ::~nd Monetary Union. See the Strate~ic Plan 2() 16- , 
~~~~o of Dir(·~·tomlc-Uencral ll•r Finnnci<ll Stabilitv. Financial Services and Capital i 
ivl.tr!-t·h t' n ion · I 

li.cneml ubjccti\.C or the pmposal i~ to contribute to tinanci<tl stnbility. reduce the 
' likclihtl\lt\ ·and the c:-:tcnt of taxpDycrs' support in bank resolution us \\ell as : 

C•)Jl\nhuh: tu ~ustflinahle tinancing nf the economy. For further det1ils. see the : 
Impact ,\~~L'\Smcnt to the proposal. 

]·o~o~nfr~n_l!H_I~~- sce __ t!l~ __ l_~tpact Asse__'!:;~t~e_t~~c-~o~~~-~~l_&_!_~e pt~?.s.~l 
--------, 

1.-1.2. Spec!fic objective(::,) and ABM.ABB octil•ity(ic.\') com:ernnl 

) J !!Krc .. he [ll\1jl\H"Iitm<~lil) nl· ruk~ in order In reduce udministrati\t.' burden and 
contpliann' n>'>l~: 

11 i111p10\l' t:llll'-'i\lt:llC) unthc u~c of Pillar 2 cnpital instrun1cn1s. 

1-lll l!_l_l~~~_0_n!_~<~1_~J-~:_-~~'-'_!~c-~~l:J~<~t_,\sscssn~~~-~~-comp_a_rl_)~j-~lg 1~1~ropo~~: 

AB.'v1: Jctivily-hased lllJIJagemelll; A 13ll: activity-based budgeting 
As 1efcrred Ill in Artide 54(2)(a) or (b) of the Financial R<.'gulalion 
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1. 4.3. Expected resu/t(s) and impact 

SpecifY the e./feels which 1he proposaliiniliatin slwuld have an the bemjidurieJ',Ii,H!IIJI.I' lutx<!l~d 

Regarding Pillar 2 decisions. amt!'ndmcnts to CRD IV and FBA t~·chnical qandanh 
are expected to promote consistency in the arplication or ruks. impnwe ll'<lllS)'<tn:m.:y 
and legal certainty on the usc of Pillar 2 capital instruments. 

On remuneration. new RTS tOr the idcntilicntion of institutions and .~t;df cxcmpteJ 
from the most burdensome reguiremell!s will make the rules more pwpnninnatc anJ 
will lead to alleviated compliance costs and administrative burden t'or th~: imtitlttions 
and staff that do not pose signiticunt threats to financial stability. The; \\ill nl-;n 
provide a much·needed ham10nisatinn in the application or the n::m\uwmtinn rules 
across the EU. 

----------------~ 
l. 4.-1. Indicators of results and impact 

! 

SpecifY the indicatonjor monitoring impfemenlmion oft he praposoflini/ialiL'I!. 

On remuneration. 
------, 

Indicator: Usc uf deferral and pay·out in instruments h~ institution~ 

Target: As of 2019. 99% of institutions that are not ~rna II and nLm-compln. 111 

line with the CRD requirements. defer at least 40'% of \·ariablc n•tmmcFlliun ovct 3 
to 5 years and pay out ot least SO% or variabll:' rcmtuwratinn in in~trumcnL~ with 
respect to their identified staff with material Jc\ cis of\ ariabiL' rcmuncr.ttiLlll. 

Source of d<lla: EBA remuneration benchmarking report.~ 

On Pillar 2 decision. 

' Indicator: Complaints from banks n.:garding the clarit~ and consistrnc~ 111" Pillnr 1 I 
decisions taken by supervisors -

Target: No complaints received by the Commission nn the innppropriniL' 11w nr l'ii!,Jr I 
2 decisions taken by supervisors since 2018 ·--_j 
Source of data: the Commission 

1.5. Grounds for lhe proposal/in ilia live 

1.5.1. RequirementM to be mel in the short or long term 

Rules ~hould be proprotionate to their objccti\"es and ensure;\ level pla~·int; lidd -] 

1.5 2. Added value of EU imoo/vemenf 

The prudential requirements for institutions nrc acC{Irding,ly already deal! \\ith at U I 
le\"el. The legal bases nrc Anicle 114 TFEU for the CRR and Article ~Jil) n:l·l 1 li1r 
the CRDIV. 

The objectives pursued by these measures L"<lll be better athic\.:J at Ell lcld rathc1 
than by different national initiatives. National measures \hluld not be :t~ cl'fccti\e. 
On the wntrary. n<1tional measures could distort competition and allht c:lpil<ll ll\11\ s. 
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tdorcoH·r. adopting. nationnl measures would be legal!; challenging. given that the 
ClUJ alrcnd_v n::gult~tes rules on the remuneration and Pillar 2 decision taking. 

I h.: amet1Jmcnt ul"cxistin.)! CRD IV is thus considered to be the best alternative. as it 
\\'Uuld promote a uniform upplicmion of banking regulatory standards. the 
convcrgcw.::,· or supct·visnr) practices und ensurt' a level plnying 1ield throughout the I 
H_. banking :-.~-;tern. these u~kcti\cs cannot be sunicicntly achieved by Member 1 

States alonl'. I his i~ par1kularl~ important in the banking sectm where many banks ! 

I 
op~.·r,lll' act'll~~ the UJ siJ.lgle market. Full eoop<:ration and trust within the single! 
supcn tsnt~ mechanism !SSM) but abo within th~ colleges of supervisors and 

i .:tnnp<.:~ent authorities ou!sick: the SS,\1 is essential for banks to be eftl:-ctively 
i supen ised on a nmsoliUated b•lsis. National rules would not achieve tlwse 

lY~)t-'~til ('~---- ----------·· ·------ __ .. ____________ . _____ _ 
I 5.3 Le.\.I"U/JS learned from simi lor experiences in the pas/ 

·····------------------ ~ 
/.5.-1 Compotibilily and pouibl£' .\)lnei"KY wi!h other appropriate instrumen/s 
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[RESTREINT UE/F:_URESTRICTEQ] 
1.6. Duration and financial impact 

0 Proposal/initiative of limited duration 

- 0 Proposal/initiative in effect from [DDIMMJYYYY to [DD/MMJYYYY 

0 Financial impact from YYYY to YYYY 

00 Proposal/initiative of unlimited duration 

Implementation with a start-up period from YYYY to YYYY. 

- followed by full-scale operation. 

1.7, Management mode(s) planned9 

0 Direct management by the Commission 

- 0 by its departments, including by its staff in the Union delegations; 

- 0 by the executive agencies 

0 Shared management with the Member States 

0 Indirect management by entsusting budget implementation tasks to: 

- 0 third countries or the bodies they have designated; 

- 0 international organisations and their agencies (to be specified): 

- Othe EIB and the European Investment Fund; 

- 1Bl bodies referred to in Articles 208 and 209 ofthe Financial Regulation; 

0 public law bodies; 

- 0 bodies governed by private law with a public sen•ice mission to the c:<lent that 
they provide adequate financial guarantees; 

- 0 bodies governed by the private law of a Member State that are entrusted with 
the implementation of a public-private partnership and that provide adequate 
financial guarantees; 

- 0 persons entrusted with the implementation of specific actions in the CFSP 
pursuant to Title V of the TEU, and identified in the relevant basic act. 

lf~rcre rlra11 one ma11agemen/ made is indl<·oled, please prowrle deled.\ i111!Je 'ConJJIW/01.! · .W•'Ii(PII 

Comments 

N.A. 

Details of rnanagcmen! modes and references to the Financial Regulation may be found on the 
BudgWeb site: http: \IIIli .c~.cc(l'po.ly nmn bud~IIMil•lY 'hii,Ji'm~n.,~ ,·n ]lJ.ml 
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2. MANAGEMENT 1\fF.ASUUES 

2.1. Monitoring and reporting rules 

Sp~<-!h' jr~<JII~uq mul conditions 

! -An-;~:i~- X I uf \J1c 1{~~;!;\f~;~-~st;;[)lish-i~lg the Eumpean Bflnking-A~th~-;i\)--(ut<\)l 
rc·quir~·s the ( 'nmmis~ion 1.'\\.'1") 3 ycflrs to publish a gencrtll report on the experience! 
U<.:\jllircd .1-. :1 rL'•illlt tlfthc npcnuion of U3A. ! 

lllL· pinpthal !lnc~ccs that the l'ommis-;ion \~ill t:\-aluale the <.!ffcctiwncss or th_' ___ l' 
p1 :l_ptlscd mca~~~~·~ ~~-l'__) ca~~_si~~-~~?5.1!11) in~~l force ~!.'_~:__meas~_r_£_~-

2.2, Management and control system 

1.2. I. Ri.1k{.1) identified 
,------------------------- - ---------1 
' ln rdation to tlw legal. cconnrnicnl, cfllcicnt ;;~nct e!lcctive usc of appropriations 
[resulting li·urn the prnpo~al it is .:xpcctcd that the proposal would not bring abGUI 1

1 

lllC\\ ris~~ thtll 1\lltild not he nnrentl) covered by an EBA existing internal control I 
[ __ 1}2~~~~~-lll'k:_ ____________ ------ -- ____________ , _________________ j 

2.12 lnf(mnation conceming I he internal control sys1em se/ up 
.- N:~.- ~- -------- ----· ------------·----- ------ ------- ----

2.2 J E.wimafe of'rhe cvsts and henefits of the controls and a.ue.umenr of the expec1ed level 
o(risk r~/ e1-rm· 

~N .. :\. - -- ______ _j 

2.3. Measures to prevent fraud and irregularities 

Sp!!<."l/_1- ~xi.l·tmg or <'Ill i.,ug<>d pre~·~nrum and prult',·tion meMures 

lfu;.-th~!;;;:j;-ose~ -~;-f co-l;·l~~;-g-i'·;.nud. ~~rrupti,~n and~~- other i1iegal ;~;i-~it;::\J~~---

1 

pnwisinn:-; tlf Regulmion (ECl No XS:\.'?.01:\ of the European Parliament and of th..-' 
Council or II Scptcrnb~:r :!.0 I :1 nmcerning investigntions conducted by the European 
,\nti-l .. raml Oflit<-' (ClLAFJ shnll appl) to EBA without any restriction. 

, I :B:\ i'> suhjc~.:t to the lntcrinstitutiunul Agreement of 25 May !999 bt:tween the 
I Lmnpean 1\tr!imncnl, the Council or the European Union and the Commission of the 

I
Luwpecm C\11nmunities concerning intl!rnal imestigutions by the European Anti
Fraud Oflke tOLAf·) v.hich required the adoption of appropriate provisions fOr all 

I LBA swfl. 
' I .-\!'tide.-. (J4 anJ 65 or the Rt•gulatinn establishing the European Banking Authority 
! (!·\\A) sc·t out the prnwdnns on impkrnentatinn omd control of E11A budget and 

l:_t_l}?I_~~~~!~ .. Ii tla~~-i-·~~~~es __ .___ _ ___________ . _____ _ __ _ 
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3. ESTIMATED FINANCIAL IMPACT OF TilE PROPOSALIINITIA TIVE 

3.1. Heading(s) of the mulliannual financial framework and expenditure budget 
linc(s) affected 

Heading of 
multiannual 

financm! 
framework 

,, 

Heading of 
mu!tiannual 

11nandal 
framewor~ 

f-----

EN 

'" 
" 
" 

• Existing budget lines 

In order ofmultiatmual financial framework headings and budget lines. 
--

Budget line Type of Contribution e.\penditure 

-~--fum 
Number tnA rwm 

Diff.INon. cund•dttlc l'mmthird 
I .. }[Heading .. ditt'" 

~nunln<l 
cnlontnc•': 

.... ] 
~oumne> 

12.02.04 ErJA 
-r--· 

Oiff. YES YES NO 

. 

• New budget lines requested 

In order of multiannualfinancialfi"amework heading.1· and budge! lines 

Budget line T.l'pe of Contribution c.\penditure 

Number 
DiiiiNon-

ti·om fwm 
( ... )[Heading diff EfTA can<lidnlc 
.... ] counlric.> countncs 

r-· 
[ ... ][XX.YY.YY.YY] YESfN 

YES/NO 
0 

Diff.-= Differentiated appropriations I Non-diff."" Non-differentiated appropriations 
EFTA: European Free Trade Association. 

li·om 1hird 
~ounlnc~ 

YESIN 
0 

Candidate countries and, where applicable, potential candidate countries from the Western Balkans 

4! 

l'lillin tile 

"'"""""gol 
o\nod~.':l(2)(bl 

the I '""""'"I 
RegulutiGn 

NO 

---

-~ 
1 
_I 

-~---l 

----, 
11111un (he 

'"onnh\g ur 
\t11dC :!1(2J(b)<>i 

lho Fonno,ci~l 
Re~ulm,on 
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3.2. Estimated impact on expenditure 

[This section should be filled in using the snreadsheef on budget data of an administrative nature (second document in annex to this 
financial statement) and uploaded to CISNET for interservice consultation purposes.] 

3 2.1. Sumrn£1ry of estimotcd impact on expendiwre 

EUR million (to three decimal place.~) 
·---- ·--------, ---- -----; --------- -----------

Heading ofmo.ltiannual6nanda1 ' N b _ ,I 1 framework ' um e! l a 
------ ------ ----

~ DG:<~---~ 
____ .L_ 

. ---~--T·;~;-. -~-. -~0-1-9 -~--;·~;~- T __ T_O_T_A-~--1 
~-if---· I +----j 

1 • Operational appropriation_~ 
C--~~~-·· ~--------~~---+---+' ' ' 

. . . . . . . comm.;!menb i ••1 1. o.1ssi o.J73!--o-.. t44l ---·o:sruos' ] :-,;umber ofb1.1dgd lm~ r--------- ---- -~ r · ---
\..-- - [P:l?!Jl.~~~- ' ,;) I 0.1 K8 I 0.173 I 0 14-:..f- 0.505 
i Appropnallons of an admim~trat1ve nature financed from the ' , 
j envelope of specific programmes'·' 

i J 

--·~ I ' ' ----r·-··-·-: .:rl····~~~---r r=------i 
. . I Comm:tmcnts i ~~,·.·. 0.188, 0.173

1

! 0.\44! 0.505 I 
TOTAL appropr1at1ons ---~--.. . . . I -1 

forD~ ~-· · .. > _ . __t~~~cnl~ -~ "'.~,'• ; 0.\88! 0.173! ~:1______ 0.5051 

c I NL~mber of budget line 

J 

" Technical ~nd.'or ~dministrative assistance and expenditure in support of the implementation of EU programmes and/or actions {former 'BA' lines), indirect research, 
direct research 
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---- ----------

• TOTAL operational appropriations 
Commitments "' -----~ 

Payments '" . TOTAL appropriations of an admini~trative nature 
' financed from the envelope for specific programmes '" ---------

J'OT AL appropriations Commitm~nts +O 

under HEADING< .... > 

I of the multiannual financial framework Paym~ots -~- b 

If th bead· Ao 1110,-o;: 1110110 QUt< U!;;iiiUJD'-' II; ~ ffected bv tb II initiaf '(!I"UWE:!OII/IllJUitLIV"'' 

• TOTAL operational appropriations 
) Commitm~nts '" I 
\ PaymcnJs 1>) ! . TOTAL appropriations of an administrative nature 

financed from the envelope for specific programmes '" 
-~ t-~ 

TOTAL appropriations CommitmMts HO 0.188 0.173 0.144 0.505 

under HEADJNGS 1 to 4 ~--

of the multiannua! financial framework Pavments -:<·I· 0.188 0.173 0144 6.505 
(Reference amount) I . l 

l--·--·-· ~--~- -- -~-~-L----~ -~ ~-~ '---
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RESTREINT UEIEU RESTRICTED~ -------- ---------~------~- ____________ _j 
._----------- ,.. --- -~------~· ··----··--------·- ~--

Heading of multiannual financial 
framework ' ·Administrative c:-.penditurc' 

--r------, 
EUR million (to three decim~l places) 
-------------------

Year Yc~r I Year 
, N N+l N+2 

_ _l ___ ~--L 

I Year 
1 

! :"/+3 

Cnt~• '" on.m; ; ~ar' '" 
ncc~'>·lf.' to ~ho" lh~ durw0n 

('li-the lmp~ct l'c~ p;;•in: l 6) 
TOTAL 

,- ~----------

DG: > 

: • Human resourc..:s 
1-------------
! • Other administrative expenditure r-
L _ _____2_0T AL o~:"'·. 

----- --~~--~-=-~-, ---r_--_ r-!~-=:----=-=~ 

r ____j__ -'- --i---+-r' -+- l -- . - ___jl 
' ·, ' : 

J Apprllpnations _L_ __ l__ _ _l _________ ! ~~-- .... _____ j___ __________ _j 
---···----

-----~-- ----r-·-
TOT AL appropriations , 

UDder KEADING S 1 notal con:rnnmcnt> 

of the multiannua\ financial framework ! Tmal ra;mentsl 

I - , 

i I 
. c_ _ _i. _ ____j_-

Et..:R million (to three decimal places) 
r---- '--~--,--~~ 

~ 2019 1 20;!.0 
1 

TOTAL 

~OTALappropriatioos ~~ Co~m:~:: -G 0 173~4T-----;;;; 
/ _ " under HEADINGS 1 to 5 · ----<---- - l 
l~~emultiannual ~cialframework j Payment_' _______ l 0 H\8 0173 0 144 I --~~0-5~ 
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3.2.2. Estimated impact on operational appropriations 

0 The proposal/initiative does not require the use of operational appropriations 

~ The proposal/initiative requires the use of operational appropriations, as explained below: 

Commitment appropriations in EUR milhon (to three decimal places) 

I 

'" 

EN 

-T--~-----
I 

y,~ Year Ye~r Year Enter ~s many ye;1rs as ne.:essary to show the 

lndiute 
N N+l N+2 N+3 duration of the imp~ct {see point l .6) 

objectiv~ and OUTPUTS 
o11tput1. 

0 I I 0 

i ! ! i 
Ty~'" 

Avera I 

I Co• I ~ I Co~ • go :ziCostl:-: Co• 2 ! Cost :i Cost ~ co• £ 
cost 

! ; 
Sf'ECIFIC OBJECTIVE No 1'' .. 

-Output ! i 
-Output ' -+ i 

I 
-

i I -Output 

Sl.lbtotul f<.>r spccilic objective No I 

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVE No 2 .. 

-Output -- t---- t- +---- ·---- t---- --- ---

Subtotal for ~p~-citic ot>jcctivc No :2 

TOTAL COST I 
I 

I I - I 

Outputs are products and services to be ~upplied (e.g.: number of studcm exchanges financed. number {lf km of roads bLlilt. etc.) 
As described in point 1 .4.2. "Specific objective(s) ... · 
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TOTAL 
! 
i 

Tom! Total 
No cost 

I 
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3 2_3 £.Hi mated impact on appropriations of {In administrative nature 

3.2.3.1 Sumnmy 

00 The proposal/initiative does not require the use of appropriations of an 
administrative nature 

D The proposal 1initiative requires the use of appropriations of an administrative 
nature, as explained below: 

EUR mi!hon (10 three detimal places) 

Year 
!>;" 

har 

"' 
y,,, 
N+! 

I:: mer"' mrmy )'""''as """"'''"1' w show rhc 
d·.rrori"n !ll'!h< rrnp.1cl (!"porn! I 6) TOT<\l 

IIEADL"'G 5 
of!he mulliannual 

fintnrl~l f111mt11'ork 

OlheraJrrl'lll>!r!III\C 

<\fl'Oidrlut< 

Subtntal HI::/\011\'G ~ 
oftbt mulliannu~l 
finomi~l fru..rwork 

Out. Ide IIEADING 51' 
ofth multl~11nual 

finan•i~l funrowur~ 

Otlr,·rc\fl'r1dHHrc 
,(on oiJIHIHI'IrOI;\C 

"·""" 
Subllll~l 

outlldt HEADING 5 
nflhe muii!Knnual 
fin~nrial frHmc\\urk 

101 \L 

1 h~ ·'PPI"I"'"titur' >Cqrmcd lor hum~n rc>ourn~ ilnd otha npendolur~ or ~n Jdministrativ~ nJtur~ will be met by 
;,p1, 11pmiiOLI' fr;Jm tt.~ 1}(, thai ar~ alt(Hrly J~~rgne-d to m.tnag~menl of the aetron nnd or have bc~n reJ~plo;.·eJ within the 
IJG. 1\Jg~lh~r ir "''~'"'"~ "ith .rn;. ddditional allocation whoch may he granted to the managtng DG under the annual 
.oi;<H:<Il'"" ptuc~Jure ,ln<l tn the !tght of budgetary CM~tramts. 

EN 

YearN is the year in which implementation of the proposat:initiati..-e starts 
Tedmi•·al and-or administrative assistance and expenditure in support of the implementation of 
[:U programmes and 'Or actions (former 'BA' lines), indirect research, direct research 
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3.2.3.2. Estimated requirements of human resources 

- rEI The proposal/initiative does not require the use of human resources. 

- 0 The proposal/initiative requires the use of human resources, as explained 
below: 

£Jtimafe to be expreHed in full time (•qufl'almt 1117ill 

\'c 
Year Year ;or 

Ye~rN+Z 
N N+l /1,'+ 

J 

• [•IAI>Iishmcn/ plan pods (officiob and /cmporor) •lam 

XX 01 01 Ol (Headquar1crs andCommiwon·s 
Repre;en/a!lon Of(.cn) 

XXOI 01 Ol(Delcg~lion•J 

XX 01 05 01 (lndi .. cl research) 

10 01 05 OJ (Dorcct """rch) 

• Et/Uoal stoiT(in Full Timt lc:qui~alcnt unit; FTf.)" 

XX 01 0201 (AC'. END.INT limn !he "glob•l 
en...,lope·J 

XX 01 0202 (AC. AL. END, INT and JED on lhe 
dclegaHOI\S) 

X.'\ 01 04 yy" I • ot Headqual/cn 

I -mOdegations 

XX 01 05 02 (AC. END. INT ·Indite<:! res.earch) 

tO 01 05 ()2 (A C. END. INT Q,rct] fCstafrhl 

Other budge! Iones {sp~dfy) 

"fOl"Al. 

XX IS lh~ poiJCy area or budgellille concerned. 

The human resotlrces required will be met hy .1lal"f from the DG who are already ns~igncd to mana~~mcnt ol'the 
action and/or have been redeployed "ithin the DO. together if nccc~sary <lith any additional allucatinn ~<hich 
may be granted to the managing DG under the annudl allocation prnctdurc and in the li~ht of htldgct~l) 
conwaint~ 

Description of tasks to be carried out 

" AC'= Contract Staff; AL = Local Staff; END• Seconded National E~pert: INT ~ agency staff; 
JED"' Junior Experts in Delegations. 
Sub-ceiling for external staff covered by operational appropriations (former 'BA • lines). 

Ent~r 

"' 
"'~") 
ycar5 

" nc~C'<<~ 

r.v to 

•h~" 
lh<' 

Jurmro 

nof/1"' 
ompncl 

(>Cc 

P""" 
'" 
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Of1"1cials and temporary staff 

E~tem~l staff 
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3.2. 4. Compatibility with the currenl uwlriannualjinancia!Famework 

- 1!1 The proposal/initiative is compatible the current multiannual financial 
framework. 

- 0 The proposal/initiative will entail reprogramming of the relevant heading in the 
multiannual financial fmmework. 

Explain what reprogramming is required, specifYing the budget lines concemed nnd the CorTesponding 
amounts . 

.. ] 
- 0 The proposal/initiative requires application of the flexibility instrument or 

revision of the multiannual fmancial framework. 
Explain what is required, specifying ;c,-,c,-.,-,c;,-,-,-,-,,~b-od7g-,-,c,;-"'-,-,-,-,-"-,-"'-,c,-,c,-,c,,.-w-,-,.-,-,,-,-,cii;J
amounts. 

[ ... ] _________________ _ 
3. 2. 5. Third-party contributions 

- The proposaVinitiative does not provide for co-financing by third parties. 

- The proposal/initiative provides for the co-financing estimated below: 

Appropriations in EUR million (to three decimal places) 

Enter as ma11y years as ncccisal) Year Year Year Year 
N N+l N+l N+3 

to show the duration of the Total 
i1npact (see point 1.6) 

Specify the co-fmancing 
body 

TOTAL appropriations 
co-financed 
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3.3. Estimated impact on revenue 

~ The proposal/initiative has no financial impact on revenue. 

D The proposal/initiative has the following linancial impact: 

D on own resources 

D on miscellaneous revenue 

EUR million (to three decimal places) 
---T- --·----------r--

Appwpriution I 
' 'n1 ul.tbk lor 

for miscellaneous ·as~igrted' revenue, specify the butlget expendtture linc(s) affected 

il 
Specil)· Lhe method for ~alculating the impact on rcvertue. 

·------~--, 

--~-- ~ _____ j 

As regartl~ tradittomtl uwn rc>ource~ (customs duties, sugar levies), tbe amounts indicated must be net 
amoung. 1.e_ gross amounts after deduction of25 •;, for collection costs 
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ANNEX 

to the Legislative Financial Statement for a proposal for the Directive of the Euroncan 
Parliament and of the Council amending Directive 2013/36/EU on access to the activity 

of credit institutions and the prudential supervision of credit institutions and in\'CStment 

!1!:!!!! 
The Commission proposal does not assign new supervisory competences to the EBA but it 
includes provisions requiring the EBA to issue the following technical standards and 
guidelines: 

• New RTS on remuneration (art. 92, 94 CRD); 

New RTS on additional own fund requirements (art. I 04a CRR); 

New RTS on the standardised approach for IRRBB (CRD art. S4): 

• New RTS on the calculation ofNII for reporting purposes (CRR art. 448); 

• Update guidelines (CRD art. 84) for the capture of IRRBB. 

Regarding the timing, the additional EBA resources are required for 2018 to sllut the 
implementation of the Directive. The successful and timely delivery of new technical 
standards will require, in particular, additional resources to be a!located to tasks on policy, 
legal drafting and impact assessment. 

The work requires bilateral and multilateral meetings with stakeholders, analysis and 
\lssessment of options and drafting of consultation documents, public consultation of 
stakeholders, setting up and management of standing expert groups composed of supervisors 
from Member States, setting up and management of ad hoc expert groups composed of market 
participants and representatives of investors, analysis of the responses to consultations. 
drafting of cost/benefit analysis and drafting of the legal text. 

To conduct these tasks, 2.5 fte will be required for 2018 and 2019 and 2 fte for 2020. 

Assumptions for additional resources: 

• Additional 2.5 posts for temporary agent (2 posts for 2020) required to conduct ne\\ 
tasks listed above are assumed to be of functional group and grade AD7. 

Average salary costs for personnel are based on DG BUDG guidance. No salary 
correction coefficient is applied as the location of EBA in 2018 is currently 
unknown. 

Mission costs estimated at €1 0,000 per staff member. 

Recruiting-related costs (travel, hotel. medical examinations. installation and other 
allowances, removal costs, etc) estimated at €12,700 per staff member. 

Amounl fln lhousands) --Co!t lype Calculation 
2018 2019 2020 Tot~ I 

Staff expenditure 

Salaries and allowances =Jxl34 (2.5x134 roc 
402 402 335 1139 2020) 

Expenditure related to =3:>.12.7 (2.5xl2.7 '" 38.1 0 0 ---.J.!.!.. 
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I 'c 

recmltlnem 2020) 
"--" 

Mission expenses =h 10 (2.5.'1:10 for 2020} 30 30 25 85 

l'ota! 470.1 "' 360 1262.1 

or which Communi!~ 
188.04 172.8 144 504.84 

contributiOn (40~0) -- --~- -- "- - ----·· 

or which Member Stat<> 282.06 259.2 216 757.26 
con1ributio11 ~60°~oJ_ 

"-~--"-

_L___ ____ -------~--
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